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HUSA Makes the Grade With
Unorthodox Leadership Style

This News Analysis was reported by the Editorial Board
of the Hilltop.

This News Analysis was reported by the Editorial Board
of The Hilltop.

'.

In past years, the Undergraduate Trustee position has
been earmarked by outspoken, bullhorn carrying leaders

Last year, The Hilltop questioned whether the HUSA
cabinet would be able to lead Howard students because
they were only sophomores when they ran for the posi-

who used non-traditional means to make students aware
of necessary issues. This

tion.
But, after taking office it was clear that Stefanie Brown
and Alex Dixon were able to lead this year. They came
in with a different approach than the previous administration of Sellano Simmons and Nicole Salter, who were
more standoffish. The issues were different this year. Simmons and Salter pushed for a tuition freeze, while Brown
and Dixon had to worry about a housing crunch, Sept. 11,

+

most," Dixon said.
Brown and Dixon said
they were able to help the
University find a hotel to
place students at the ' - - - - - - - - - - '
beginning of the school year. They were able to meet with
President Swygert to help students in the Doubletree hotel
get metro passes and dining dollars from the University.
Brown and Dixon made a push to get students involved

often garnered them a lot of . - - - - - - - - - - ,
attention, which made them
highly visible members of the
University community.
However, that is not how
.
current
Undergraduate
Trustee Breana Smith chose
to impact the University.
Sntith's F.R.E.S.H. campaign
seemed to break the mold of Trustee candidates last year.
However, due to an illness Sntith began the year on what
some deemed a slow start. This began an issue that Sntith

+

security and several other key issues.
The Editorial Board of The Hilltop met with Brown and
Dixon Tuesday to review the their accomplishments and
failures this year.
"We helped students
when they needed it the

Smith Averages Out As
Undergraduate Trustee

HUSA President Stefanie Brown and Vice-President Alex

Dixon.
cern.

However, this year's administration could have been better in some areas. One thing that plagued this year's
administration, especially in the beginning of the year was
their lack of visibility. Also, students did not kno,v many
of the things they were doing because they did not publicize well and were not visible enough. Some students
said they didn't know who their HUSA leaders were.
This year's administration had a good working relationship with administrators and it probably helped them
Please See HUSA

in community service projects and issues of national con-

tackled the entire year: answering the question of whether
or not she was visible enough to truly identify the needs
of the students.
In an interview with the Hilltop, Sntith outlined her
achievements of the year and some of the ideas she is continuing to work on as she finishes her term. Under the
goals of improving academic standards, increasing male
recruitment, improving technology and improving community relations, Sntith seemed to be confronted with
more issues than the ones she chose for her platform.
Extending beyond those were the housing shortage, secu-

Undergraduate 'Irustee Breana C. Sn1ith

rity and the shuttle service.
Smith worked with University officials to identify the
newly purchased properties that are possible sites for
dorms. She was instrumental in helping to change the
shuttle routes, most noticeably the campus shuttle that
now runs from the campus to the Plaza Towers. As a
member of the Task Force for Security and Safety, Sntith
Please See Smith A2

General Assembly
Approves Budget, Date
For Fourth Election
BY KERRY-ANN HAMILTON

who were recently appointed to the
position, presented the budget.

Hilltop Staff Writer

Megan Moore, the third election com-

Despite concern over student

mittee coordinator, was competing in
sporting event for Howard and did not

stipends, Ihe General Assembly the
attend the rneettng. ·
approved the budget for a fourth
The election co1nmittec allotted
HUSA presi- , - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - , funds for voting

dential election Wednesday, setting in
m o t i o n
another run-

booths, coordinator stipends,
poll coordinators, Silver Lin1ng
printing

off scheduled
for Tuesday.
The Assembly, who decreased the
sum by $1200, bringing the final figure to $5,500, 1nodified the proposed
budget of $6,750. The stipends were
axed almost in half for the election
coordinators as well as the poll coordinators. The coordinators will
receive $300 as opposed to $500 and
the poll coordinators will receive
$100 for their 10 hours election day.
General Elections coordinators
Khalfani Walker and Erica Hubbard,

con1pany, poster
design and lunches.
Alex Dixon, cun·ent HUSA vice
president, urged Assembly men1bers
to put these figures in perspective,
highlighting that there is not enough
money to be allocated frivolously.
"There is not a surplus of money
assembly to keep having elections.
The money comes from the General
Assembly Program budget, when the
elected administration takes office
the remainder of our [the previous
Please See Elections,A3

New Security Tactics May
Equal Better Security Next
Semester, Chief Says
By JOSEF SAWYER
Hilltop Staff Writer
Incidents of violence such as the
October n1urder in front of the East
Towers, a campus police officer's
robbery and alleged rape cases, have
all tarnished the image of the campus police department, which is now
trying to amend its reputation.
The Campus Police Task Force is
one of the ways the department
hopes to impr.ove its performance.
The task force has already made suggestions on how to improve security
for next year, which has been a major
concern all year. ·
University president H. Patrick
Swygert organized many of the sug-

gestions being made by the Task
Force, which are aimed at helping
prevent crimes in high-risk areas like
the Gage-Echington Elementary
School adjacent to Slowe Hall.
Carver and Slowe Hall Residents
often run into problems with district
residents when they cut through the
schoolyard and walk through the
nearby housing project on route to
campus, Sntith said.
To combat the problem S1nith and
university officials have contacted
the public school to put a gate up in
effort to discourage students from
walking through that area, Smith
said.
With the successful completion of
Swygert's Strategic Framework for

Atlanta Mayor to Speak at Commencement
he University will hold its 134 th
Commencement Ceremony, Saturday,
May 11 at 10 a.m. on the Upper Quadrangle, also known as the Yard. This year the
prestige continues as HU alumnus Shirley
Clark Franklin, the first female mayor of
Atlanta and the frrst black female to be
mayor of a major city will be the speaker

T

at this year's commencement.
-Camile Harvey

Photo by Melanie Nesbitt
Vendor Fatn1ata Lee hands a wann to students five days a week in front of the School of Business.

•

Threat of Street Privatization
Vendors, Students

orr1es

Longstanding Community Debate Resurfaces on Campus
the cafeteria and Punch-out. But to vendors, the

stand is a business.
By CHRISTOPHER WINDHAM
Managing Editor
--.ive days a week, Jibril Mansary arrives
to campus at 7 a.m. to fill the shelves
of his mobile snack stand with cereal

bars, warm coco bread and candies
before students dise1nbark on the morning class
rush.
"It's not an easy task," he says. "I have to work

hard."
A cooler packed with cold water,juices and soda
exteµds to customers' knees as they snatch up
makeshift meals from the stand, which sits adja-

cent to the School of Business.
To students, the stand has serves as an alternative to pricey meals in the Blackburn Center at

"Student suppo11 all the vendors," said Mansary,
who operated his vending cart at Howard for
years. "I'm doing good business."
With revenue frbm the stand, Mansary, 50, said
he's able to support a fantily and send two of his
children to college.
Despite its success, Mansary's business could
soon lose location privileges on Howard's campus. Efforts by the University to privatize 6th St.
have resurfaced, causing debate between the
community and Howard.
0

For years, community leaders have bemoaned
closing the street, saying the residents and students would lose control of the street for vendors
and student protests.
"The people in the community believe that it is
a violation of their rights," said Sinclair Skinner,

Students Frustrated, Weary of
2002 Elections
By Kerry-Ann Hamilton
Hilltop Staff Writer
With a fourth election approaching,

there are concerns sun·ounding student voter turnout, which have
steadily declined from the General
Elections to the previous two run
offs.
According to poll results for the
March 6 th election, 1632 students
voted, in the May 13 th run-off elections I 519 votes were cast, 83 of
which became questionable under
Howard University Student Association Policy Board scrutiny. In the
revote, votes decreased by almost
300, totaling only 1229.

HUSA was established in 1961
and adopted its constitution in January 1977. Its purpose is to provide
input into the University's decision
making process; to act as spokesperson for the Students; and to maintain

communications concerning student's interests and concerns in all of
the schools and colleges.
The process for selecting a HUSA
Administration has left some students demanding closure and their

student representatives.
Adr·ea Simmons, a sophomore
marketing major, has voted in all
three elections, but questions
whether this election process will
Please See Frustration, A2

advisory neighbor commissioner for D.C.'s Ward
!BOC." They look at it as Howard controlling the

community."
Periodically, Howard applies to privatize the
street with the city's Board of Zoning (BZA),
Skinner said. In 1999, the last time the community intensely debated the issue, Skinner voted

against privatizing the street. On several occasions, the city officials have rejected University

requests to close the street, Skinner said, who is
a Howard graduate.
"The better neighbor Howard is, the more likely they could get what they want," Skinner said.
The chances of Howard receiving approval this
time are slim, Skinner said. "The community has
not changed their minds," he said. "They are still

Please Privitatization, A3

Bush Declines FAMU Graduation
Keynote Speaker Invitation
mony adorned by a Governor who
By JENNIFER CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Florida Governor Jeb Bush will be
unable to deliver the Commencement address at Florida A&M Uni-

versity's graduation ceremonies
scheduled April 27. However, many
FAMU graduating seniors were not
disappointed by Bush's declination.
During a rally held at the state
capitol, many members of the
FAMU Class of 2002 protested
Bush's "One Florida" initiative as
well as other conservative political

initiatives.
"We will not sit through a cere-

doesn't believe in our institution,"
said FAMU student body President
Andrew Gillium at the March 6 rally.
The graduating class, in particular,
and its student government leadership, were politically active during
Bush's time in office.
Many FAMU students were and
are opposed to the Florida Governor's policies on affirmative action
and other issues involving race and
policy and some question if Bush's
scheduling conflict is the reason for
his declination. Invited months in
advance by FAMU interim President Henry Lewis, Bush announced
Please See FAMU, A3

.
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Students To Present
New Voices, New
Visions in
Choreography

Radical Economist Gains Support on
Campus .
BY JOSEf SAWYER
Hilltop St'a ff writer
Students 'on college campuses
have pla9ed a major part in helping the Lyndon LaRouche democratic presidential campaign gain
support in its effort to change popular opinion. Howard is not an
exception to the rule.
As LaRduche continues his
fight against the mainstream press
and others he says "glamorizes"
popular opinion, students have
become more interested in the layers of pamphlets, platforms and
newspaper articles that sit atop a
portable stand adjacent to Cramton
Auditorium.
Many former and current students view LaRouche as a radical
thinker, but some students who
have joined the campaign say his
lieliefs are "refreshing" view that
covers more than just politics.
Formet Howard student Phillip
White became a member after
stumbling across one of the literature tables on campus.
"I went over to find out what
they were talking about and it was
pretty much history from there, the
ideas they have are real radical,
you can either really get into it or
you can think they are nuts,"
White said.
LaRouche's ideas may seem
radical to some students but to
White every idea can be considered radical.
"I found out LaRouche had predicted the current economic recession, and after the events of September 11th my support for
LaRouch~ was solidified," he said.
Aside from a new political platform, White and others said
LaRouche has given them a new

By Metanoya Webb
Contributing Writer

Howard University's Division of Fine Arts/ Department of Theater
Arts, dance major of concentration, will be hosting their 16th annual Spring Dance Concert in the Ira Aldridge Theater on April 19, 20
and 21.
"New Voices, New Visions," the theme of the 2002 performance,
will incorporate and bring forth choreography that represents the
next generation of artistry.
Dr. Sherrill Berryman-Johnson, the artistic director and coordinator
of the Howard University Dance Major program, said that "New
Voices, N.ew Visions" will showcase technique and choreography
from present day and former principal black dancers and artistic
directors who have established and created a stable foundation for
aspiring black dancers.
"The works being preformed represents the next generation of
choreographers carrying forth the groundwork of pioneering and
legendary African American artists," said Johnson.
Some of these principal choreographers include, Hope Boykin,
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater co1npany member, Steve
Rooks, Professor of dance at Vassar College, pioneering Howard
University Dance Major faculty and former principle dancer with
the Martha Graham Dance Company. Others include Kathy Smith,

a

are $10 with the exception of the
Saturday show. For more infcmnaw
ti.on regarding master-class cost or
ticket admission call (202:) 806..
105J)
graduate of the University of the Arts in PA, former dancer with the
Dayton Contemporary Dance Company and Rod Rogers Dance
Company.
Students in the program also feel that being exposed to these different styles of choreography have and are continuing to be beneficial.
Tiffany Jackson, sophomore dance Major, radio/TV/film minor,
feels that this year the Dance program has been introduced to a
wide range of choreography that's new to her and her colleagues.
"We worked with choreographers whom we've never worked with
before. We represent these young artists new voices and new
visions. Working with them has enabled us to begin to create voices and visions of our own," Jackson said.
Connections are being made and parallels are being drawn from the
theme of this upcoming performance to what Howard University has
been producing all along. This performance is virtually a representation of the next generations' pioneers of artistry, coming forth
with their innovative talents.
Annique Roberts, sophomore dance major, radio/TV /film minor,
believes that the incorporation of these choreographers artistry is
giving her generation the opportunity to get their stuff on stage.
"New Voice, New Visions" is a never-ending cycle to Roberts,
which never excludes dancers from originality and creativity. "We
can be inspired by some of the "great" but one day we will be an
inspiration to others," Jackson said.
The program will also be hosting a variety of master classes during
the week of the concert beginning on Sunday, April 14, and ending
on Monday. These classes will serve as an excellent outlet for the
Howard University family and community to obtain and experience
a small portion of some of the technique, terminology and choreography that these students have been acquiring and utilizing all year.
Some of these master classes include, Dialogue on Choreographic
Process with Ronald K. Brown, Master Class in Dunham Technique
with Walter Nicks and A Modern Dance Class Series with Andrea
Woods, Andriette Holmes , Hope Boykin, Kathy Smith, and Sandi
Holloway.
Thea Jones, freshman dance major, feels that by conducting these
master classes, the dance program is giving individuals who are not
in the major an opportunity to experience technique that dance
majors have had some exposure to. Jones also feels that these classes are a continuing learning process and improvement period for the
majors. Jones stated, "These classes will help us better convey
some of these techniques on stage and will help us to remain
focused. The concert ultimately is giving us a chance to challenge
ourselves."
Amadou Kouyate, a new member to the dance major program, feels
that he brings a different voice and vision to the art of dance. "New
Voice, New Visions" has given me the opportunity to voice my
expressions by means of movement, which is fairly new to me. I
represent a different dimension to what' s being learned because I'm
a man, and we definitely have a voice and a vision that needs to be
heard," Kouyate said.

outlook Qll

- \

Photo By Melanie Nesbitt

Larouche Campaigners in front of Cramton are gaining more attetion from students

nered support in the United States
but he has also reached out to third
world countries like Argentina.
Campaign member Carlo Zea who
now works full time for the campaign regards LaRouche as a
much-needed leader in his country.
For five years Zea worked in the
electrical industry until things
began to fall apart, he said.
"I found out there was a drive to
shut down the industrial industries
in my country, the economic policies that the political leaders
adopted caused Argentina to go
bankrupt," Zea said.
For the last 15 years Argentina
adopted the policies of the World
Bank and IMF, which caused the
country to go bankrupt, he said.
After that incident Zea and other
citizens began looking for leadership alternatives.

"I always knew about LaRouche
but like many others today I was a
nonbeliever," Zea said.
LaRouche does pay campaigners but the work is not centered on
money according to Long.
"We get a small stipend but you
have to be committed to the cause
no matter what happens. You must
have a high quality of commitment," L_o ng said.
After the campaigning sessions
each night, there are classes where
interested students can come and
learn more about LaRouche.
These sessions talk about more
than just LaRouche's political
ideas, they deal with every aspect
of life, she said.
"Our goal is to save civilization
and the idea is to challenge people
to fulfill their purpose here on
Earth," Long said.

Channel Surfing

Students Gain Airtime on University Cable
BY LARRY BROWN, JR,

Contributing Writer

The University has successfully completed one
semester of having a legitimate cable system across
the campus. Administrators and students say they
're excited to see how the system can be expanded, and improved. The ResNet cable system is seen
in all dormitories, and buildings, campus-wide.
The networks include CNN, HBO, TLC, ESPN,
BET, VH I, MTV, NICK, and TNN, to name a few.
However, that is not what sets Howard apart from
other univers'ities.
Ten channels were specifically designed for
Howard University, in addition to the HU Network,
'
that were ava,Iable
before the ResNet system. Currently on the IO stations, viewers are able to watch
promotions for the HU Bookstore, and the university's event calendar & special announcements.

Last Issue .... Take the foot off my
Chest.
Peace & Blessings to those who
made it real. Ira, Jaye, Nikki,
li..Jiahnn, Brakkton, Camile, Jon,
Hug, Mike, Josef, Make bra,
~ ~key a, Jen,Allen, Kerry-Ann
-Chris Windham

-

life.

"You don't look at things and
say hey that's the way it is. One
thing they teach is you have a
mind and you can change the universe, but by following popular
opinion you fall into the trap,"
White said.
Other campaigners like
Nicholas Walsh who now works
for the foundation in Los
Angelus remembers a time where
he was searching for answers and
LaRouche became his answer.
"I had dropped out of the University of Iowa and I was trying to
figure out what was going on in
the world. I wanted to know the
facts and not what was being fed
to me," Walsh said.
Walsh came across one of the
literature tables, similar to the
ones set up here at Howard and he
began to investigate LaRouche.
"What recruits people and got
me started is the ongoing engaging
dialogue about human life," Walsh
said. LaRouche tries to answer
some of the most basic questions
that every human being asks and
struggles with, he said.
"LaRouche believes you can use
your human life to improve the
quality of life," he said.
A family member introduced
Karon Long who also belongs to
the organization. Long attended
one of the numerous conferences
and she joined after a presentation,
she said. LaRouche gave a beautiful presentation; he told us we
have a certain time period on
Earth and asked what were we
going to do during period, she
said. Each human being has the
ability to ll)ake a change and I
wanted to make a change, which
was my reason for joining, Long
said.
LaRouche has not only gar-

campus. We should have some type of talk show
or a show somewhat like Teen Sum,nit," said
Almond.
Students are still excited about the new cable system, but they still have some concern. "I only hope
it does not cause a downfall in academics," said
junior Derek Kindle, " ... it is a great step for the
university to offer the students more amenities!"
Freshman, Cubie Coleman is satisfied with the
service; "I like all of the channels, however, another Premium channel wouldn't hurt."
Students also feel as though some of the schools
and colleges should have their own channel on the
system. If that were offered, " ... having your own
channel comes with a lot of responsibility. You
would need to be responsible for your own programming," said Chambers.

However, this won't last for long.
The Student Training Department ofWHUT-TV
is quickly spreading across the cable system. They
have five productions in their repertoire, including
Spotlight, Capstone Connection, Campus News,
Co1n1nunity Calendar, and FYI, all produced by
students!
According to Dr. Franklin Chambers, Special
Assistant to the President, he would like to see more
students take advantage of the medium. "It is a
great opportunity to have students on camera and
behind the camera." Chambers would also like to
see students have the opportunity to produce a sitcom where various school & colleges will come
together in the production (i.e. actors, architects to
build sets, TV, etc.) "If the requests were made
now, they might be honored," said Chambers.
Junior Monica Almond agrees with the idea of
more student-based programming. " ... The extra
channels should be reflective of students across

Vigil Held to Lend Support For the
Middle East Families
BY TAMMYNIKA JORSLING

Contributing Writer

s fighting continues in the Middle East,
prayers for peace are being heard all
around the world. Howard University
also wants to join in the call for peace in the Middle East.
A prayer vigil was held on April 12 at the flagpole so the Howard University community could
come out and show their support and pray for the
people of the Middle East.
Prayers for Palestinian and Israeli children, parents, vicf~·ms, leaders, laborers and many more

A

Frustration
end after 4th election.
"I understand there are guideline in terms of voting for HUSA. However, students are not going to
continue vote, as the number of elections multiply voter loyal will decline. It needs to be clearly
outlined what will be done if we don't get 51 percent next time, are we going to have 10-12 elections?" Simmons said.
Sekinat Kassim, sophomore, biology is tlistressed by the election process, but maintains she
will unhappily vote again.
.
"I am frustrated because another spring election
will not h11v~ a larger voter turnout, which would
represent t!fe student body. Students are tired

were spoken. Many students came out to show
their support includingjunior biology major Nicole
Thorpe who said she felt it was very important to
come out and pray for peace in the Middle East.
Derek Rodgers, a member of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, said he felt, by coming out, he realized
how good we have it here, and it gave him a
greater sense of appreciation. He says his organization plans to sponsor future events such as this
one.
President H. Patrick Swygert also came out to
show his support. He prayed and at the end of the
vigil, and he released two white doves to symbolize peace.
Some of the sponsors for this event included the

Office of the Dean of the Chapel, the Coordinated Ministries of Rankin Chapel, Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, HUSA and many more. Stephanie
Brown, president of HUSA said she was happy
with the turnout and it was important for the
Howard community to come out and make a statement by praying for peace. Many compare the
struggle in the Middle East to the struggles of the
African American, including Reverend Stephens.
According to Stephens, the suffering and the feeling of hopelessness, is similar to those blacks who
were fighting for change here in America.
Future events are scheduled including a Middle East Symposium on April 18 at 12 noon at
Rankin Chapel.

everyone has other priorities; I don't have time to ·
go to Blackburn to eat lunch moreso voting this
should have been over a month ago," Kassim said.
The apathy toward student government has not
been totally eliminated _despite attempts of the
L.I.V.E. 2002 Elections Committee.
Genia Linear, a freshman radio, TV, film major,
has not voted in the three previous elections. "I
have not voted because I never feel the presence
of student government. The only time the candidates are visible is during the campaigns. None of
the slates appealed to me, they could have 15 elections it would not faze me," Linear said.
However, Linear urged the ultimate winner to act.
"With all this election
commotion the candidates better do something
so it will be worth students vote,
it can't not be all talk," native of Hawaii, Linear
said.

Brittney Cooper, senior political science and
English major, feels that elections could have been
better.
"I think that the elections were not run well, it is
partly the fault of the General Assembly. They did
not establish proper election procedures. They
also failed to set up a Grievance committee. The
General Elections committee had to address grievances, this helped to hurt the process as well as the
candidates," Cooper said.
Cooper, a former UGSA representative for Arts
and Sciences and HUSA presidential candidate,
asserts that students are not being taken into
account.
"There is much political bias, little is said about
what is best for students, and everything is about
who should win and the best way to make them
. ,,
win.

'
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Meyers Selected as Yearbook
Editor-in-Chief
•

BY LARRY BROWN, JR.
Contributing Writer
Yuvay Meyers was recently named Editor-in-chief of
the Bison learbook for 2002-2003. Meyers is a junior,
International Business major from New Jersey.
Meyers has officially served with the Bison learbook
since last summer, however, Meyers has been in training
since the ladder part of Spring 200 I. She has served as
the assistant to the EiC (01-02), Nikki Young, in addition to her high school yearbook staff. Young confidently believes that Meyers is very capable for the position.
"She is a team-leader, who has always been very helpful
in the entire production of the yearbook," said Young.
Meyers is worthy of holding the position considering
she worked closely with the current EiC, being able to
have the same level of access to information at all times,
helping to manage the staff and the overall production
of the yearbook, familiarizing herself with the workings
of the financial system of the university, as well as the
administrative.
Meyers is more than excited to serve her fellow bison
as EiC. She has several ideas for the yearbook; but she

will not release all_information regarding the creative
vision of the yearbook, " ... I want to leave an element
of surprise to the students," says Meyers. However, students can expect to see a "traditional yearbook with a
twist" a special section in the yearbook that will allow
for more students to get their moment to shine in the
yearbook, via pictures.
According to Dana Williams, Adviser to the yearbook staff, Meyers was the most valuable candidate for
the position, and she had the most experience. ''The
board made a great decision in selecting Yuvay. She
brings a breath of fresh air to the team, and she is truly a
creative individual!"
Office Manager, Chidimma Azoro, is also excited
about the selection. "Yuvay is very dedicated to her
work, responsible, personable; and is clearly the best
candidate!"
Meyers is interested to see the quality of students
who are interested in joining the yearbook staff. She
believes in preserving the long-standing legacy of excellence in the yearbook, therefore she would like to see
more underclassmen apply for the staff positions.

Water Fight Leaves One Student Injured
BY JOSEF SAWYER

Hilltop Staff writer
What started out as a relaxing day
on the Yard, left one Howard student hospitalized after a water
fight. Freshman business major
Ashley Sadler suffered a broken
nose after she caught an inadvertent
elbow to the face from one of her
friends.
Sadler and her friends were sitting
on a bench near Douglass Hall
when two male students began
squirting the group with water
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nose

bleed but
she Jost
so much
blood
she just
passed

l

out"
,

Peters
said.
Everyone near-

We were sitting on the benches in
the yard just enjoying the weather,
and people with squirt guns came
by and sprayed us," said freshman
advertising major Shannon Peters,
who witnessed the incident.
"When Ashley (Sadler) jumped up,
she caught an elbow to the nose
from one of our friends and her

by was in shock at how much blood
was coming out of her nose and
when she passed out we began calling for help, Peters said.
"It took them (campus police) 25
minutes to come, what if the situa-

ed for loss of blood and a broken
nose.

Sadler was later released and is
now staying with her aunt until she
recovers, Peters said.

Doward said.

The whole situation was an unfortunate mishap and no one is really
at fault, Sadler's friends said.

nose started bleeding"
When Ashley got hit. she bent over

The campus police officer was out
there and she wasn't really doing
anything, but I am not sure if she

It was an accident, the splash of
water scared us and we all sprang
up from the bench, Doward said.

so the blood wouldn't drip on her

really had the training to help.

"It was all in fun, it was a hot day

clothes but the blood didn't stop
and when we leaned her head back
she passed out on the bench,
according to freshman psychology
and computer programming 11lajor

Sadler didn't receive proper treatment until the ambulance showed
up, Peters said.

and it wasn't anything intentional,
but I guess she (Sadler) was in the
wrong place at the wrong time,"
Peters said.

administration's] budget is used to
offset their summer expenses until
the new administration receives a budget allocation, which is not before
July I"," Dixon said.
Spencer Chenier, General Assembly
member of the School of Education,
voted in favor of the modified budget.
"I don't think the poll coordinators
should receive $20 per hour, that is a
lot. I also don't think they would work
for 10 consecutive hours. The election
coordinators so far have been paid
approximately $7000, while the
HUSA administration barely makes
$6000 for a 12-month period. The
decrease was justified," Chenier said.
According to HUSA President Stefanie Brown, if 51 percent is not
reached in the upcoming elections,
based on the recommendation of the
HUSA Policy Board, she as well as
Dixon would serve as acting president
and vice-president until the fall elections.
The Policy Board met on l\1onday
where they discussed the possibly of

FromFAMU
that he had a scheduling conflict
that would prevent him from speaking at the graduation.
"Initially, the Interim President
requested that Governor Bush speak
at the graduation. This is no different
than any other Commencement when
a high ranking government official or
distinguished person is asked to
deliver the address," said Pam
Bryant, Director of Public Affairs at
FAMU. According to Bryant, news
that Bush would be unable to attend
came late.
"I probably am able to accept only

I

l

guns, witness accounts.

From General
Assembly
--■

Joanne
Doward.
"We just
thought
it was a

I

tion was more serious than that?"

Sadler was taken to the hospital
where she was diagnosed and treatreversing the 51 percent ruling for
the run off elections, so far a decision

has not been made. Based on the present ruling, elections will have to rehold until a winner received the
required percentage of votes.
Anna Alexander, Executive President of the College of Arts and Sciences Student Council and policy
board member, said that there is a
challenge in reversing the Board's
decision.

"The constitution explicitly states
that 5 I percent is required to be duly
elected, but it does not specify what
is required for a run-off. According to
the Chair [Russell Drake] we cannot
revote because any decision made
after this point will go against the
original ruling passed," Alexander
said.
The Awakening and Legacy slates
were both satisfied with the General
Assembly decision to approve the
budget.
Vice Presidential candidate and
Awakening slate member T. Nicole
Merritt was pleased that the Assembly was patient until quorum was met.
"The meeting served its purpose by
approving the budget. We are awaiting the final date for the elections, so
we can move forward. We have

already starting re-campaigning; in
fact we did not stop. I urge students
to let their voices be heard. Time is
winding down," Merritt said.
The Legacy slate's Presidential candidate, Genia Wright, hailed the General Assembly for approving the budget so the election process can be
taken to the next level.
Wright and her running mate Alexis Casillas have continued to work on
putting transitional steps in place as
well as maintaining visibility. "We
are working on bringing our current
supporters out and reinforcing our
platform. We want our voters to be
informed as well as understand the
importance of every vote, especially
because the margin has been so small
in the past," Wright said, "We are still
working on creating a budget, selecting a staff and planning in the event
for our administration if wins. We
can't waste time."

Students will be allowed in different
voting booths at various schools and
colleges.

one out of20 invitations. I have a pre-

ried about rumors that students would

vious commitment on that day," said

protest the commencement ceremo-

Bush to reporters during his
announcement. "I was invited by the
president to speak and hopefully
sometime in the future I will be able

ny.
Bishop Adam J. Richardson, Jr.,
presiding prelate of the 19th Episcopal District of the African Methodist
Episcopal (AME) Church, will be
FAMU's Spring 2002 commencement speaker.
Richardson will address an audience of approximately 1,200 graduation candidates, 15,000 relatives and
friends and a host of FAMU faculty,
staff and administrators at the April
27 ceremony, scheduled to begin at
8:00 a.m. in the FAMU Bragg Memorial Stadium.

to do it."

Although, his office reports that his
scheduling conflict is the only reason
he will not be able to deliver the
address, students and student leaders
alike question Bush's intentions
behind declining the invitation.
"This is an election year and Governor Bush is not the .most popular
person with this class," said Gillium.
Bush contends that he was not wor-
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Thanks to the Times for
putting up with The Hilltop
I
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The Los
Riots:
29, 1992
By Jennifer Medina
Daily Trojan (U. Southern California)

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES Department of Public Safety Lt.
Mike Kennedy heard his pager beep
around 7 p.m. April 29, 1992.
Junior Marilyn Ramirez saw the
flames on the 6 o'clock news.
President Steven B: Sample
received reports about 4 p.m.
regarding disturbances.
Anyone who was in Los Angeles the day the riots broke out
remembers where they were. They
remember the stories, the news, the
fears and the sadness - but more
than anything else, they remember
the questions.
As the riots began throughout
Los Angeles, those living and
working around University of
Southern California had their own
anxieties . Located precisely

nausea," he said.
Another myth is that talcing multivitamins cures
hangovers. Although Kuhn said no studies have
(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. -They are one of
shown this to be true, she noted a study indicating
the great mysteries of college life, the seemingly
some benefit in taking vitamin B6.
unavoidable result of a night of drinking: hangThere are a slew of morning-after products marovers. Everyone offers a remedy- from coffee to
keted to relieve hangovers, ranging from all-natural
multivitamins - -but no one has found a cure.
remedies, such as ginger and Wu morning tea, to
Although there is no proven antidote, there are
drugs like Alka-Seltzer and Nurofen. Although sevsteps people can take before, during and after
era! products exist, Kuhn said she was wary of their
drinking tq help lessen their morning-after pain.
claims of effectiveness.
Before students pegin to imbibe, they need to put
"If what they're selling is a natural product, there
food in thei; stomachs, said Cynthia Kuhn, prois no requirement that it be proven safe or proven
fessor of pharmacology.
.---=,----------:=-=-::=--A-:--, to work by the Food and Drug Administration.
"If you eat before you drink, your peak blood
This is why you see so many things on the maralcohol level will be slowed because the food
~
ket," she said.
slows absorption," she said.
Kulley attributed the relief of Alka-Seltzer to
Another key prevention method is drinking
its large amounts of acetaminophen and cafwater.
feine and said such quick remedies distract from
"It is important to be well hydrated before you
the most direct prevention of hangover sympstart drinking, and to continue hydrating yourself
toms. "Any [remedy] that does not focus on the
while yo\/ drink," said Jeff Kulley, coordinator of
quantity of alcohol and how fast you drink it is
alcohol ai)d substance abuse services; who recbasically a myth because it misleads you from the
ommends alternating water or sports drinks with
shoul_d avoid acetaminophen, found in Tylenol,
two most important variables that will affect your
alcoholic bev~rages.
because it can damage the liver. ''Taking medicines
health," he said.
Experts agreed that the selection of drinks also
such as ibuprofen or aspirin before bed can add to
Mornings are the best time to take pain relievfactors into the severity of a hangover. Certain
stomach irritation," she added.
ers like ibuprofen or aspirin, and Student Health
liquors known as distilled spirits contain conMost importantly, students should continue to
officials recommend eating foods that are easy on
geners - higher-order alcohols that can be toxic
drink water before sleeping. Drinking coffee is a
the stomach, especially carbohydrates, since they
to the brain and add to the effects of a hangover,
long-standing myth that will provide only temporeplace sugars lost in dehydration.
said Dr. Bill Christmas, director of Student Health
rary relief, Kulley said. "Caffeine might help to get
But what's the absolute cure for a hangover?
Services.
you going, but there is a crash afterwards, and it
"Don't overindulge in the first place," Kuhn
According to an online report by the Washingcan be an irritant to the stomach, which adds to
said.

apartments when she turned on the
news and saw footage of the riots.
"I couldn't understand. Some of
these places I had been to the day
before. I had never been scared of
Los Angeles, but now I just didn't
know what to do," the Bellevue,
Wash., native said. "We just sat
there. We couldn't move."
Although several students were
brought onto campus the first night,
others were only told to stay away
from windows and keep most of
their lights off, Ramirez said.
Just two days before the civil
unrest, USC had completed a major
earthquake preparedness drill.
Many of the policies, including
bringing students from campus,
created during that drill were
implemented during the civil
unrest. Sample and James Dennis,
then vice president of Student
Affairs remained on campus during
the week, eating at EVK dining
hall.

Camm us u S.
Dul..I\.!Te u •

u.i tion
tu ents to

USC
inevitable that the University Park
campus would face damage.
But nobody knew what to expect.

ton University Medical School-based MadSci Network," brandy causes the most severe hangovers,
followed by reci wine, rum, whiskey, white wine,
gin and vodka. Student Health officials also listed
bourbon and single malt scotches as congenerladen liquors.
In addition, scientific advisers from beakmanwine.com recommend that people avoid carbonated beverages like champagne or soda because bubbles carry alcohol into the bloodstream more
rapidly. And using food-based mixers may actually help slow alcohol absorption, Kulley said.
Before heading to bed, Kuhn advised, people

By Jennifer Wlach
The ChroniGle (Duke U.)

Campus US. A.
between South Central and downtown Los Angeles, it seemed

•

The main eatery was open 24hours, leaving students countless
chances to rub elbows with Los

By MeJisi/Jiee
,Daily Nebraskan (U. Nebraska)

Angele~ Police Department and
National Guard officers. Many of

ut-o
tate
ras
"There's a lot of things that I know now that I
wish I would have known then," Siebentahl said.
Though he' 11 stay here under his scholarships,

from Tampa, Fla., said he was considering transferring to a different school in light of the tuition
increases.

Siebentahl said high out-of-state rates would "'def-

"The rates are really killer," Gonsrnan said. "I
want another school that's giving me what I'm pay-

initely put a damper on recruitment."

"By 5 p.m., we began to realize
them walked in for food dressed in
this could become very serious,"
fatigues and carrying large
Sample said. "Some people thought
weapons, Sample said.
"It became a hub for activity to
we would suffer major damage to
buildings or beatings, but we didn't
get a sandwich or coffee simply
.get any of that."
because it was one of the only
places to relax," Sample said. "StuAfter three days of fires, fights
and looting throughout the city,
dents and officers sort of got a kick
there were three minor fires in trash
out of eating there."
cans on campus and a handful of
Aside from food, EVK became
minor injuries. One local resident
the place to exchange stories, to
was shot on Exposition Boulevard
hear of others' experiences or
in front of Parkside Apartments.
debate the verdict, race and countNobody can be completely cerless other topics.
tain why USC emerged from the
"At first people were scared, just
civil unrest unscathed. Administraafraid to say anything," said Rob
• tors point to USC's involvement in
Andersen, a sophomore at the time.
the local community and mutual
"Some people thought it was
respect that the members of the
funny."
university and the surrounding area
"Then we realized this wasn't a
have for one another. Safety offi- joke. We were in the middle of
cials say it could have been the
something bizarre. All of the sudelaborate safety plan. Local residen, people talked about race."
dents say it may have been nothing
While other places expressed
more than terror that ·stopped riotfeelings of injustice with shouting,
ers from coming onto campus.
students here spoke in whispers.
"USC was an island in the
"It was just unreal," Andersen
chaos," said Constance Hammond,
said. "The only thing everyone
who lives at Adams Boulevard and
agreed on is that we didn't want to
24th Street.
go off campus."
Hammond remembered walking
Vermont Avenue faced the worst
from a nearby grocery store that
damage in the immediate surWednesday afternoon with her two
rounding area. The shopping center
teen-age boys, carrying gallons of . across from Kaprielian Hall, where
water. She saw the fires burn in
Smart and Final is now located,
every direction - except north,
was burned almost entirely to the
where USC stood.
ground. There, it is difficult to find
"We said that the campus would
workers who remember the riots
be watched," she said. "We knew
today.
they would make sure to protect
On the first night of the violence,
themselves."
a person was shot in a drive-by
shooting while walking in front of
In fact, nearly all DPS officers
Parkside around IO p.m. With hunwere called back onto campus by 7
p.m. Students living off campus in
dreds of calls coming in that night,
the surrounding area were told they
it took the Los Angeles Fire
Department hours to send an ambucould come to campus, and sleep in
the Lyon Center, dormitory lounges
lance, and even then a DPS car
and almost any other open space. served as an escort for the short trip.
Students from the surrounding
To this day, officers are not sure who
suburbs such as Orange County,
the victim or assailants were. StuWhittier or the Valley all scrambled
dents and DPS officers quickly
to arrange for rides home.
extinguished three small fires in
"Everybody's really nervous,"
trash cans.
Kacy O'Brien told a Los Angeles
The Coliseum became the stagTimes reporter as she hurried away
ing ground for the National Guard,
which was called out on the second
from the Kappa Kappa Gamma
house with several other sorority
night of the unrest. Guardsmen took
members following closely behind
post at University Village, but they
her. "We're getting out of here."
did not have ammunition for their
weapons until the afternoon of day
For others, getting out was not an
option. Students from the Midwest,
three, Kennedy said.
South or East Coast could only
"They were just like paper
answer frantic phone calls from
tigers ," he said. "Those who
family members, as Los Angeles
shouldn't have known that did."
International Airport had closed by
early Wednesday evening.
Marilyn Ramirez was living on
30th Street in privately owned

(U-WIRE) LINCOLN, Neb. - In fall 2000 Joe
Other families like his might think twice about
ing for."
Harjes decided to leave his hometown of Sac City,
sending their children away, he said.
He said he was waiting to see what kind of
Iowa, to seek a higher education at University of
But other schools in the Midwest are experifinancial aid UNL would offer him before decidNebraska-Lincoln.
encing similar budget problems, and many are raising whether to transfer.
He didn't know as he packed his bags tuition
ing tuition rates as much as or more than NU.
Nebraska isn't alone, though, administrators
would skyrocket the following year. As an out-ofNU President Dennis Smith has called the unisay. Freshman mechanical engineering major Lanstate student, Harjes would be billed 15 percent
versity "one of the best bargains in town."
don Matz said even ifhe did go back home for colmore for tlre-2001-02 school year.
lege, it wouldn't do any good.
But he ·Jefl Lincoln, Neb., before he had to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , "[University of Wisconsin-] Madison is
drain his wallet.
"Tuition was a big thing," said Harjes, now a
sophomore business major at Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa.
In-state tuition rates jumped 9.6 percent this
year at UNL and will increase I 0.1 percent next
year. Out-of-state students, though, saw their
rates shoot up 15 percent two years in a row.
Comef~ll, they'll be paying $331.25 percredit hour, compared to the $288 per credit hour they
shell out now.
And for l:Iarjes, those costs would have added
up to big debts.
"Later down the road, if I'd stayed here, that
would hav~ been a burden," he said.
Other ¥udents staring up at higher tuition rates
'.
are probably in the same situation, Harjes said.
He's right.
Mike Siebentahl, a freshman advertising major,
came to _AA,~aska last fall eager to experience life
away frbiWs home in San Diego.
Buth~ did so only after knowing for sure his athletic and,J}Cademic scholarships were in place.
Siebentahlwas raised by a single mother with three
children, and he knew financial considerations
were serious ones.
He didn't know, though, tuition rates were slated to climb so high.

Campus us A
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•

•
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And Pat McBride, director of New Student
Enrollment, said a lot of other schools were hiking up tuition, too.
"I believe there's been increases in other states,
so students will have to compare," McBride said.
"They will have to malce choices with their families."
It's difficult IQ predict at this point whether the
increases will hurt NU's out-of-state recruitment,
McBride said. Attracting top students from other
states has been billed as one of the university's priorities.
But some students say now with certainty the
hikes will jeopardize that goal.
''That's a bad way of going about it," said Nick
Gonsman.
The freshman technical theater major, who hails

going through the same stuff," Matz said.
"This hurts everyone."
Even so, Matz said if he hadn't been
awarded scholarships at UNL, he would
have chosen University of WisconsinMadison.
"If I could get a good deal closer to
home, I wouldn't leave," he said.
That said, the university needs to continue offering quality scholarships to top
out-of-state students to keep them coming,
Matz said.
Officials have said UNL's recent increase in
Regents Scholarship offers happened for just that
reason.
Even so, some students simply have to leave
when their pockets are empty.
But the story ends happily, at least for some.
"I left a lot of friends and people I'd met (at
Nebraska)," Harjes said. "It was disappointing, but
I've met a whole bunch of people here, so it's all
right."

Decision in Oregon
l

By Brook Reinhard
Oregon Daily Emerald (U. Oregon)

•

,

(U-WIRE) EUGENE, Ore. Federal District Judge Robert Jones
is expected to rule Wednesday
whether terminally ill Oregonians
can end 1their lives with doctors'
assistance, and advocates from both
sides say they will appeal the decision
within the month.
Oregon's Death with Dignity Law
was challenged Nov. 6, 2001, when
U.S. Attorhey General John Ashcroft
wrote a memo stating he would use
the Controlled Substances Act to
prosecute physicians prescribing
lethal doses of drugs. Oregon is the
only stafl'),i9 the nation that permits
physicim,i'rsisted suicide.
?'"~-

The state and two groups in favor
Supreme Court, said Dr. Greg Hamilof assisted suicide obtained restrainton, president of the right-to-life
ing orders on Ashcroft's action from
group Compassion in Dying.
a Portland federal court; those orders
"The Supreme Court is on record
are expected to
expire, pending
ruling by Jones
Wednesday.
J:'
• •
•
Both advocates and opponents of the law
are confident the
case will be
decided in their
favor, even if iti__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J
has
to
be
as being suspect to the whole idea of
appealed.
assisted suicide," he added.
"I don't know which way it will be
But Eli Stutsman, lead attorney
ruled (in federal court in Portland,
for Oregon Death with Dignity and
Ore.), but I'm confident the opinion
the lawyer who defended the law
of the Department of Justice will be
after Oregon voters passed it in 1994
upheld," even if it has to go to the

a,---c----------U--S--A---~
amrnus
Oregon

and again in 1997, said he doesn't
expect the case to reach the Supreme
Court.
"The (U.S.) attorney general is not
empowered to regulate the practice of
medicine in the state," he said.
Stutsman said he is confident
Jones not only will rule in favor of
Oregon Wednesday, but the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco will uphold the law as well.
"I don't think there will be anything for the Supreme Court to fix,"
he said.
Jones is scheduled to issue ' an
opinion at 9 a.m. Wednesday, after
which the loser has 30 days to file an
appeal in San Francisco.
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nou
was intended to compensate them for running
his year 's HUSA elections have
gone on for too long. Students are the student leader elections. Nobody guaranteed them the elections would be over quicktired, General Elections officials
ly or easily, ~o why should they receive more
, are tired, and candidates are tired.
money to complete their
Everybody is ready for this
job? Secondly one of the
thing to be over. The Generthree co-coordinators of
al Assembly announced in
the election will be Khalits latest meeting Wednesday
fani Walker. Yes the
that there will be another
same Khalfani Walker
spring electioh and that it
will probably take place
The General Assem- who quit after the last
elections. Walker has
some time next week.
bly was wrong in
decided to return the
This new
election
will
'
approving more pay for committee as one of its
bring this year's election
leaders after first quitgrand total to right around
committee coordinators ting, than promising to be
$28,000, and still might not
a volunteer consultant.
result in a new HUSA presiWalker seems to have a
dent. This election will also
problem with making
mark the third time that the
decisions and sticking by them. His flip-flopGeneral Elections committee will be paid for
ping nature only adds to the difficulties of
running this years election. That's right, ..
running these complicated elections. Finally,
elections committee coordinators will be
the General Elections committee needs to
receiving $300 apiece bringing the grand
total for their semester's work to right around make sure that this is the most well publicized election in history. Students need to
$7,000. Even HUSA vice-president Alex
come out and vote, to hopefully provide one
Dixon was a little shocked at this figure.
candidate with the required 51 percent. Real· The Hilltop feels that the General Ass.emly, do we won't to have to worry about this
bly was wrong in approving more pay for
next semester?
committee coordinators. Their original pay

For the last time, Bi II Gates,
they're free ... Stop hanging out in
front of the School of Business.
You 're starting to annoy me.

I got all of Tuesday's Hilltop.
A brotha trying to make
moves. You know how much
these go for!
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Can't Forget About Security
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What's Your Opinion?
'
•

e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you
think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality
·
w~ekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias.
Please address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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be Hilltop has written editorials
people from illegally entering the building.
about security thrbl1ghoU1'. the ".f'
· Moreover, the security officers we do have,
school year. We've asked for conrely on their ability to remember students'
sisiency, we've asked for more of a faces in determining entry into the building,
presence, and mostly we've asked for a feelinstead of relying on checking students'
ing of safety. However, many ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ names in the building log.
of these pleas seem to h_ave '.'' , : '' '
As the plethora ofrobfallen on deaf ears. ' , ' ·
'
'
,.
beries and burglaries that
!•
Whtie Howard ha~ increased
tv have taken place through1~,,
its security presence With its
.
out the last few years sugnew Special Police forces ,
gest, the Towers is just not
security officers in the Towers
1. ·
a safe place to live.
still allow dozens of students a
· '
It is partially the fault of
day to come into the towers
rude and sneaky students
who do not ·belong, and.'stuwho torment security
den(s.feelings of safety have
guards and constantly
been shattered by robbers, bursearch for ways to circumglaries and murders in an around the Towers.
vent security, but it is
The main problem is that the Towers has
mostly the fault of lazy, inept officers who
too many security holes. Anybody with a
seem to be afraid, unable, and unwilling to do
certain type of ID can get into either Towers
t1'eir jobs. The Hilltop has written several
through the front door or through the garage.
articles urging students to be safe; it's now
Security guards are not stationed in enough
time for the University to insure that we are.
laces in and around the building to prevent
/
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the students are safe
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Cornell Raheem Williamson

here Do e Go
From here?
n March 13th 2002, we the students of Howard University, by
more than the now infamous 51 % requirement, duly elected Cornell R. Williamson and Nicole Merritt as our HUSA leaders for
the next academic year. More than a month later instead of having our staff and budget approved, recruiting volunteers for HUSA, and getting to work for you, we find ourselves on the campaign trail once again asking students to re-elect us.

We must all ask ourselves the correct question. The correct question is no
longer why did the Policy Board take our elected leaders away from us, it
is no longer about the lack of integrity of Genia Wright, for voting to throw
out an election that she lost, nor is it whether we should blame the Elections Committee for not doing the job they are paid to do. The question isn't
why didn't the General Assembly appoint a Grievance Committee as they
should of, nor is it, whether a student who admitted to voting twice for the
Legacy slate actually a supporter of the Legacy slate, and believe it or not
the correct question isn't even

WHY IS THERE A FOURTH ELECTION?
The correct Question now is where do we go from here?
Since this fiasco began I've heard nothing but problems and complaints
about elections. What we really need are solutions and people who will create and enforce these solutions.

First, we must Elect or Re-Elect our HUSA leaders. In order to do that we

"First, we must Elect or Re-Elect our HUSA leaders. In order to do that we must, regardless of how
frustrated we are or how busy we may be, we
must come out and vote for the candidate we
believe in."
must, regardless of how frustrated we are or how busy we may be, we must
come out and vote for the candidate we believe in. For if we don't make our
vote count we can't be upset with the outcome and based on the numbers
every vote really does count.

Secondly, our new HUSA leaders must address issues with the Elections
process. We must make sure that the guidelines are clear, current, and adequate. Also we must be sure that the Elections Committee actually enforces
those guidelines, otherwise there pointless.
We must ensure that each body of student government understands their
jurisdiction in general, but specifically towards elections, that they don't overstep their jurisdiction and that they take the proper action when another body

Iayed for farce in April's New they are graceful. Free from patriarchy, and German, one will see something
Yorker, the debate on personal however, we might easily consider a war- remarkable in the personal pronoun for
"they." In Spanish, "they" takes the fempronoun usage still elicits more Shl·p 1,~emale, a yacht 1nale.
frowns than smiles among femA similarly sexist slip can occur when inine "a" when describing a group of
inists. Traditionally in English the per- "mankind" appears instead of girls. If the group is of mixed gender or
sonal pronoun "she" has been attributed "humankind," although neither are per- all male, "they" takes a masculine "o".
to ships-so much so it is a fixture of the sonal pronouns. The substitution of One might argue that the female is rennautical world, an unconscious element of "man" for "human" posits, or so feminists dered invisible by the presence of males.
the parlance of captains and stevedores. say, "man" as the normative form of But in German, the "they" operates oppoThe New Yorker article Pronoun Over- humanity, with "woman" as an Other. sitely. The form for a mixed group is no
board concerns the editor of Lloyd's List, This feature of the language renders it different than a group composed solely of
an advocate of replacing "she" for "it" phallocentric, or constructed for use by females. Is the German language nativewhen referring to ships. Ships are com- males, inclusive only of males, promoting ly matriarchal? Are men excluded from
modities and, according to the editor, male practices, prejudices, and world- the German Zeitgeist due to linguistic
commodities do not express gender. The views. We can see this at work when we oppression? I think that people look for
controversy becomes apparent when one use "he" as the personal pronoun of what they want to find, and finding "evirecognizes that Lloyd's List has
dence" of patriarchy in Ianprinted "she" in reference to ships ''A. similarly sexist slip can occur when "mankind"
guage only proves that you
since I 734, not to mention ships appears 1nstea
.
d OJ,, "h uman k 1n
- d , ,, a lth ough ne1t• h er
know feminist theory and
have been female in English since
,,
how to project it upon an
·
· v1our
1375. Mariners miffed by the are personal pronouns. The substitution OJ "man"
o bJect
o f ana1ys1s.
alteration ignored adopting the for "human" posits, or so feminists say, "man" as
analysis is no more than an
neutered "it". Feminist academics the normative form of humanity, with "woman" as
interpretation, and your interapplauded the change while an Other."
pretation is likely distorted
decrying the resistance. And
by the very prejudices that
Marina Warner, a scholar of L - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' you purportedly wish to erad-·
female representation, proposed a com- choice when a subject is undetermined. In icate. I could look at a rubber ball and see
promise: A warship: male. A yacht: the sentence, "A person should go to a square - albeit a very round, three
female. A garbage scow: neuter. Clearly, work on time if he wants to be promoted," dimensional square- and conjure up the
the problem still remains - the usage ·of the subject (a person) is substituted by calculus to support my contention. And
the personal pronoun reveals our preju- "he." Yet "a person" is general, unde- my original goal might have been provdices, our associations with attributes that fined. And a woman is a person. To ing that balls are squares, merely to
may not exist. If any ship appears more assume that "a person" is male, and to do encourage the square-hating Archbishop
male or female or neuter than another, it so as a matter of course in all undefined, of my province to ban the bouncing of
is no more than an aberration in the eye general situations, closes the language to balls, since my neighbor is a more popuof the beholder. Feminists might contend the existence of women. A woman only lar man than I am who happens to engage
that only a woman enculturated in a patri- exists if she is stated to exist, only exist- in games of soccer. The personal is politarchal society would assume warships ing in the shadow of omnipresent man.
ical, and the political is academic.
are male, since men are naturally belliPersonally, I do not give much credence
cose. Or assume yachts are female, since to these views. If one takes both Spanish

unjustly impedes on their jurisdiction.
The State of Howard University is strong and Howard Students are becoming more informed and involved. Student Government has suffered a setback, but a SETBACK IS NOTHING MORE THAN A SETUP FOR A

COMEBACK! I am confident that we will comeback from this election
drama only to see a stronger and more unified student government and stu-

dent body.
To my fellow Bison, I wish you the best of luck on your upcoming exams.
Have a safe and blessed summer and I look forward to seeing you all in the
fall.
Bro. Cornell Raheem Williamson
4-B-01
MYNYGIANT3@yahoo.com
Cornell Williamson is a junior legal communications major and HUSA
presidential candidate.

PLEASE NOTE:

The views expressed on the
Perspective pages of The
Hilltop are the opinions of
the authors names above
them. They do not reflect the
views of The Hilltop Editorial Board.

Jose/Sawyer

What are YOU .Smoking?
about how to even begin.
I recollected how I had gotten to such a pitiand it's not that cheap bottle of ful state. I flashed back to middle school, a
liquor from the Carver Hall cor- brief period where I was fully aware of my
surroundings. Every morning as my mother
ner store or the cancer sticks you smoke. This
drug is more addictive, more powerful and drove my sister and I to school we listened to
more affordable than any drug ever revealed talk radio on the AM dial. I despised the dry
talk about the economy and world events, but
to society. The drug is ignorance.
a year later I realized I how much my generThe worst part about ignorance is that it is
100 percent legal and is in ·overwhelming al awareness increased. The station we lisabundance. You don't have to move a muscle tened to would always remind listeners that
"information is power." By high school her
to buy ignorance or use it. And even if you're
method had stuck and talk radio was all I lisbroke you can always afford it.
People say ignorance is bliss but it's more tened to.
Flash forward to college. Now when I
than that; it's a drug that at some point we all
experiment with. While some are "ignorance wake up the first thing I do is watch an hour
fiends," and couldn't tell the backside of their of Sports Center and blast music. If Wheaties
hand from the front, others only experiment is the breakfast of champions, then ignowith the drug temporarily and realize knowl- rance is the breakfast of idiots. That chain of
knowledge that was once so natural for me has
edge is a cheaper fix.
Then, there are those who do everything to been destroyed with bad habits.
Narcotics police is to drugs as knowledge
avoid an "ignorance addiction," but a combination of popular culture, laziness, and the is to ignorance. You cannot wipe out ignowrong company will put you in the same cat- rance but knowledge is there to crack down
on the number of repeat ignorance offenders.
egory as the fiends.
To increase the effects of ignorance people Everyone fears being caught by narcotic
often mix it with not-so-potent opiates like police because they hold so much power.
procrastination and idleness to get an ev~n There are people in jail right now serving
bigger high. Both drugs have a lower THC longer sentences for getting caught with narcotics than convicted rapists and murderers.
level and are not as devastating as ignorance.
Knowledge is a powerful tool that opens up
The worst ignorant abuse cases ever report- ,
are mind and the world around us. How many
ed are your friends who dropped out or failed
times has someone told you something that
out of Howard.
was not previous knowledge and it made you
Recently, in a general class discussion I
realized how much of an "ignorance abuser," say, "Wow I never knew that." It may not even
I was. I was amazed at my peers ability to be that intriguing or interesting, but because
debate current events like Enron and politics you never had the information, you never
with profound insight. We are all black stu- gave any thought to it.
We all must have millions of thoughts,
dents, attending Howard, with the same
feelings and emotions that we may never use
resources available, but, yet, their conscious
or experience because we lack the informalevel was much higher.
It hurt to sit there in silence and not be able tion needed to stimulate the thought process.
to make an educated comment. I felt incapable Yet, those who do have the information have
the power to experience these lost manifesof refuting the smallest points being raised.
tations. People like Einstein, Mozart and Ste- ·
I sat there in a euphoric state, which I call
"incompetent ignorance." Meaning, not only vie Wonder who can experience these lost
can you not do something, you are clueless manifestations are labeled geniuses.
he worst drug on Howard's campus is not weed, it's not ecstasy,

It's not that these icons are so much smarter
than everyone else; they just have a notorious
ability to take information and present it in a
way that people have never experienced
before.
Do not confuse information and knowledge; they are two different words but share
similar characteristics. I believe information
is generally just facts or things we acquire
from years of schooling and just living. All
the information our brain holds we do not use,
but the information we do use is what I call
knowledge.
There is good news about ignorance, but it
involves a painful word-change. The information is out there, but we have to make the
efforts to use it. This involves another painful
word-reading. As dull as reading is at times
and as dry as it can be, we can never gain
knowledge if we don't read and analyze what
others have to say.
•
Remember every time you cut class to take
part in "Recess on the Yard," you are rolling
a "phat" ignorance blunt. Every time you put
your work aside to watch cable, you are popping an ignorance pill. Every time you don't
prepare for a mid-term or final thinking it will
be easy, you are injecting your brain with a
lethal hypodermic-ignorance needle.
You have seen what your brain looks like
on drugs. Now this is your brain on ignorance.
If you identified with all these points above,
you are in desperate need of rehab and need
to join "ignorant anonymous.'' Now repeat
after me, "Hello my name is X and I am an
ignorance abuser."
Josef Sawyer is a sophomore print journalism major from Columbia, Maryland. He
can be reached at ezandy88@hotmail.com

Michael B. Bakeley

Economic Injustice at Howard
University
Many of our so-called African-American leaders in the United States are so
quick to rally support and demonstrate
when institutional systemic practices of
economic injustice evolve from that of the
White establishment (public and private
sector). However, when the same practice of
economic injustice is committed or perpetuated by our own Black people, we find ourselves being silent. I am quite sure that
many out there will disagree to the latter
statement simply because you fall into such
a category.
I guess the same statements can be made
in other areas when it comes to our Black
people such as Black on Black crime.
Think about it, when was the last time any
large number of Black people h1te come
together (do not include the March on
Washington or the Million Man March) to
address and attempt to solve the on-going
issue in our community? Just think, on
every Friday, Saturday and Sunday how
many of our brothers and sisters are lost at
the hands of some one that looks like them?
Please no excuses!
Before I go on a tangent, let us get back
to the issue here at Howard University and
how it strongly participates in economic
injustice to those who maintain these "hallowed grounds," by grossly underpaying the
maintenance workers, groundskeepers, electricians, and plumbers. Mr. President, ViceProvost, Deans, and the entire Board of
Trustees, how can you sleep at night in your
well-secured environment (in Northern Virginia, Montgomery County, Anne Arundel
County, and even Prince George's CountyMitchellville of course) while knowing that
many of those who maintain these "hallowed grounds" are not able to enjoy such
accommodations with the salaries they currently receive.
In lieu of current contract negotiations _
between the union leaders and the university officials, do you honestly and realistically assume that by offering a mere pittance
of a two and five percent wage increase that
economic parity will be served for those
that maintain these "hallowed grounds."
Case in point, most federal employees in the
DC metro area generally receive a 4 percent
COLA and they have a higher starting pay
scale as compared to most here at Howard.
Therefore, this meager increase does not
even scratch the surface of pay equity. For
those mathematical wizards out there, here
is a simple one: if one earns $24,000 annually and receives a 5 percent increase, how
much will they take home after taxes? The
majority of the increase will be snatched
away with the help of Uncle Sam and taxes.

In essence, you actually have not gained
any more financial independence prior to
this so-called pay increase. Whatever happened to the reported $52.9 million made
on investments last year as indicated by the
union publications? I will not even mention
the $5,000 or more spent on fine spirits for
the Charter Day ceremonies. Let me guess!
You reinvested this money back into the
University community! Does this include
those who maintain the hallowed halls of
Howard. I guess I should not ask exactly
where you invested the money. Considering
that Howard receives substantial amounts of
monies from the Congress, and that Congress its monies from the tax payers, including those who maintain the hallowed halls
of Howard and who pay taxes as well,
maybe we should demand to examine the
investment books.
I think that it is rather interesting how the
President and his loyal workers (aka
cronies) all of sudden decide to come to the
negotiation table just prior to commencement exercises. Just imagine if there was
nobody to clean and prepare the campus for
co'mmencement exercise,s. If such actions
did happen, I wonder what these individuals
would have to say then. The people I am
talking about range from: Carolyn Whitfield, Phd., Elizabeth Hurley, Harold Freeman, M.D., Earl Graves, Renee Higginbotham, Esq., Dennis Hightower, Marie Johns,
Vernon Jordan, Jr. Esq., Jack Kemp, Corne!
Moore, Esq., Debbie Allen-Nixon, Richard
Parsons, Esq., Harry Pearce, Esq., Muriel
Poston, PhD., and Phylicia Rashad. For
those who do not know who the aforementioned persons are, they are the university
Board of Trustees.
This is not to say that the department secretaries, library support staff (technicians),
security, and yes many of the professors as
well are not underpaid. I am quite sure if I
asked many of those who work tirelessly
here at Howard University, they would not
use the term "hallowed grounds" to
describe how they honestly feel about
Howard University.
In close, my recommendations to alleviate this dysfunctional practice are the following: I) increase the starting pay scale
comparable to federal employees in the DC
Metro area; 2) eliminate or restructure the
so-called merit pay, because of its subjectivity; and 3) re-institute the yearly COLA.
For those who dissent, I can guarantee that
your salary is far more than what those who
maintain the hallowed grounds receive.
Michael B. Bakeley is a Jst yr PhD Political Science student.
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ts funny that here on campus we are still faced with the
questions that leaving us wondering; where is the point?,
did you have point?, or can you be serious?. As students,
are we more concerned about the celebrity attendance at
auction or the lack of confidence that students have in our student body government.
Should more focus be placed on the students who get out of
hand at campus event or the inefficiency of the campus police.
Where is the balance, HU? Can we be least concerned with the
miniscule problems of Howard University and get focused on
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"Where is the balance, HU? Can we be least
concerned with the miniscule problems of
7--1award University and get focused on the bigger
uicture? Many c·ame to Howard under the
impression that they were continuing their high
tchool education."
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Beef Man

the bigger picture? Many came to Howard under the impression
that they were continuing their high school education. People,
these four or five years of life are here to make you grow and
enter into world not protected by what you thought to be right.
It appears that we as a student body are active concerned students but, it is all hoax. So you write a few articles, go to a few
speak outs, gain a membership to club and now you're big stuff?
That's where you are wrong; it takes more than becoming
involved. Being involved is about making a difference for the
empowerment of a people. Are we really about HU and making it better?
If we are, we can not continue toplay the role of passive angered
students. We must stand. Don't just talk about it, but be about

•

it. Changes need to be made and lets look into the mirror and
reflect. From the members of the Board of Trustees to the janitors, every person is accountable for their actions. Many will
run from the truth, but few can hide. What is hidden behind those
doors, who is to know until someone wakes up and addresses
the real issues. Stop whining, it is too late now. You walked into

the real world and life is not always fair. No more silver spoons
and golden slippers; this is Howard University.

Keishaa Austin is a junior legal communications major from
Los Angeles, CA by way of Dallas,TX.

I
..-.. irst I would like to thank the Howard Community for letting me serve as Editor-in-Chief
for The Hilltop for the 2001-2002 school year.

Durex Sex Trivia Contest

During the past year, the staff and I have grown from
myriad experiences we have encountered. That was the
plan; as a student run publication we know that wee will
make mistakes and face unfamiliar problems, but we
thrive off of those situations. We have tried our best to
provide the students, our primary readers with truth.
People often remember the bad things that have happened, but seldom do they look at the good. The staff
and I have tried to grow from the criticism we received
about spelling errors and editing mistakes.
No one ever talks about the changes that occur from
The Hilltops coverage. To my recollection, The Hilltop
was the first student group to push the issue of housing,
We saw security increased on campus and on the shuttle
buses increased, no matter how temporary they were,
because of The Hilltop's coverage.
We endured all of the late nights and early mornings
to make sure a paper was out twice a week. We missed
classes to publish the most Hilltops ever published in
year.(52) This year was the first year The Hilltop ran
semi-weekly for a whole year.
' During the course of the year, The Hilltop has had to
deal with staff members leaving, being out of our office
for three weeks, having papers stolen and various other
setbacks, but we continued to publish. There are no other
student organizations on campus that are more consistent

that The Hilltop. I don't think anyone can say that they
see more from other student organizations than the campus newspaper.
I just want to take this time to thank my beautiful staff.
We made it through another year. All of the good things
that happened because of the paper were because of you.
I take credit for the mistakes. I hope next years Hilltop
continues to cover student government vigorously. I hope
they never back down when critics come and question
rightful decisions. Good luck

Ira Porter is The Hilltop Editor-in-Chief

Featuring prizes for Best Pick-up Line and
Best Fake Orgasm. It's fun for the whole family.
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BISON vs. Delaware State (Double-Header), SAT., APR. 20@ NOON
BISON vs. Delaware State, SUN., APR. 21 @lPM

•

LAST IIOME GAMES @JOE CANNON STADIUM
Directions: altimore-Washington P rkway north, take exit for Route l 00 (towards Glen Burnie), then
take fir-st exit to Dorsey Road. Take first left and follow road ¼ mile to the stadium on the right.
0 ALL THE FA!\S WHO A 1 Ol 10 (; '1ES IASf N

IJA
HU vs. Delaware State-SUN., APR. 21, NOON
Home games are played at Walker Mill Regional Park.
'

Direction - Central Ave. to Ritchie Road, turn south & then right on Walker Mill to Field #2 on the left.
B
~ Norfolk State, Hampton, Coppin State, UMES and Delaware State and the MEAC Tournament!!

vs. St. Francis, WED., APR. 24 @ 4:30PM
l AST GA\1

II

GREENE MEMORIAL STADIUM

S C) Al L STl DENTS 0~ F,INALS!!
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WOMEN&MEN
@Penn Relays, APR. 25-27
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Long Jump
Lance Gross
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David Oliver
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David Oliver
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:Interview With an Empire

Degrees

of

-By Jonathan C Sims
Life and Style Editor

Separation

hree men who seem like typical Howard Students have a
vision that is beyond the spectrum of reality. But as they
have proven, anything in life is
possible. These three men represent one of
the most powerful

jump into the business when they stepped
foot on the campus of HU, but instead did
lots of research into what they were about
to get themselves into. "We read numerous
books on the business," says Mo Brown.
This was surely no easy task at hand,; however, all three had previous experience in the
entertainment business. Mo Brown worked
at the legendary Greene Street Recording in

empires on campus
whose vision is to
become an empire

this track they all made sure they had the
right passengers along for the ride. One of
Cl,ief Element's major assets is that they are
well connected with professionals behind
them. For instance, Chief Element is represented by two major New York law firms:
Garvey, Schubert & Barer, which handles its

production credits fro1n those who have
worked alongside Benny Boom (Nas' s Got
Yourself A ... and P. Diddy's I need a girl).
This element to their business has made
them all marketable for the future and has
proved to be a lucrative aspect of the careers

they have chosen. With the careers they
have man·ied full time, they have noticed
that one of the major objectives is school is
a priority. "Chief
EleIDU1t is 24:7"

entertainment endeavors and Patterson,

Belknap, Webb & Tyler who takes care of

•

of the world. With a
gang of other stu-

Brown says, "we do

this everyday, and it
doesn't stop." However at the same ti me

they all realize the
importance of school
in their Howard Uni-

dent entertainment

kay, it's the final issue, and you
know we try to save the best for last.
Degrees has chronicled the breaking ,news on the entertainment industry,
connecting them one by one. We have
seen everything from Nas and Jay Z bump
heads to Kee Kee facing hard times. And
now these are some hard times for the
degrees because they have to go after this.
However, we aren't going to leave you in
suspense. If you thought that the ones
before this one were hot, than I can say you
might pass out from heat exhaustion as if
you were on the 9'" floor in the Towers during the heat wave (shout outs to 902).
Oops, did I say something. Tweet surely
did when she made up her ntind about who
to go on tour with. The Southern Humming
Bird has decided to co-headline a tour with
the unforgettable Canadian sensation Glenn
Lewis .. .Speaking of prospective tours let's
talk about the one that prontised to be hotter than hell but now has no chance in hell
of happening. Yes P Diddy, Ja Rule, and
Jay-Z agreed to get together to do a three
headliner tour with all of their other acts on
their prospective labels, but someone
backed out. Guess who? Jigga Jigga that
nigg Jigga. You guessed right, Jay Z

backed out to record his new album and the
whole Roe-A-Fella camp has decided to do
something else instead .... Jay-Z and the
whole Roe-A-Fella camp are working on a
LP under the coined name of the Dream
Team. So look for Camron, Memphis
Bleek and aJI part of the ROC to be hiding
in the studio instead of on stage ... Oh and
since we are on the subject of hiding, J Lo
seems to be (now she knows after the bell
number she pulled with her hair and her
curvacious backside that would be hard)
doing that, while she was in a secret location for her video shoot for "I'm Gonna Be
Alright" remix with Nas. Damn she moves
fast from P Diddy Ja Rule to Nas ... She's
not the only one though it might be hard to
keep up with Boyz II Men.
Now, I must show some respect, but I really think this degree is hilarious. For their
new video, "The Color of Love," they are
going solo to the four corners of the earth.
Yes, each men1ber of the group will travel
to a different locale with a different director to shoot the video for the Babyface-produced single from their new album Full Circle, out June 11. Nathan will dash to Accra,
Ghana, with Benny Boom, Michael will
drop in Jaipur, India, with Little X, Shawn
will hit Tokyo, Japan, with Hype Willia1ns
and Wanya will hit San Juan, Puerto Rico,
with Chris Robinson ... All the degrees can
say is (no co1nment).
But one thing we can comment on how the
heat is making people loose'their mind. In Arizona, Nate Dogg was arrested on gun and drug
possession charges. In the C-Murder murder
trial, the judge issued a continuance putting the
trial off for some time. Finally, you know
your boy John Forte, who broke ground with
the Refugee Camp, still plans to drop his
album I, John after his September 200 I jail
term began. He will serve 14 years on drug
possession charges for having liquid cocaine
valued over 1.5 million dollar. While he is
locked up, it looks like Alicia Keys is keeping her schedule on lock down. She is about
to finish the second half of her tour while introducing some of her new tracks on her albun1
on tour which the album will be out by the end
of this year toward the beginning of 2003. She
ntight want to slow it down a little before she
ends up like our other degree I will deem her
the coveted the award of the "Hot Mess."
Yes, Mariah Carey is being puJled at more
than a thong on a big girl. It looks like J
Records and Def Jam are fighting for the fallen star.
While they are wooing her to come on over,
it looks like Eminem has some secret admirers, The Pet Shop Boys, a pop duo. They follow Entinem back to his hotel room fur a "private performance" in their song "The Night I
fell in Love." First Elton John, now then,.
Entinem has decided to really rock the
boat-how sweet. The openly gay duo used
Please See 6 Degrees, B7

groups taking clubs
and
the
Yard
hostage, Howard
has seen nothing
like this before.
Their empire is not
focused on a quick
fix for the average
. student but a lasting
impact on the world
of entertainment.
And they mean
business, holding
their Chief Element.
•

versity careers. "We

put forth effort and
school preparations

for this" Rowz
Ran1on says. This
preparation

from

reading to networking has proved to be
one of the chief elements of Chief Ele1nent.
The entertainment

co,npany, which
made their debut in
the summer of 2001,
has been sizzling

"Mo
Maurice
Brown" Brown,
"BT"
Robert

Theodore, and Roosevelt
"Rowz
Ramon" Sharpe
have formed a powerful unit in Chief

since then. Earlier

this year, Chief Element put on a talent
show like no other
to the Howard community, where they
showcased R&B
solo artist Khaleef

Element Entertainment, Inc. that can
only breed success.

The
compal)y's
meaning, which
stems from the set up of a positive aspect
that the talent will trickle down from the
main core (element) as will the professional aspect. "Chief Element is a company that
is professional and takes care of business,"
says founder and CEO Maurice Brown.
This statement that usual1y seems as lip service is definitely recognized by the figures
that these three men hold together in the
company.
"I had always been interested in the business of music," Mo Brown says about the
reason behind getting into the industry.

These serious minds blended for what
. would become a 1nasterpiece of hard work,
ambition, and perseverance. The three who

all are graduating this May did not simply

as the special guest

Soho, New York, assisting hip-hop producer Pete rock at the age of 15. Greene Street
is where Hip-Hop mogul Russell Simmons
began with LL Cool J, Run DMC, Slick
Rick, and the Beastie Boys. Mo Brown
also interned with University Music Entertainment/Interscope Records, where he
helped to promote platinum R&B artists
Dru Hill and Mya. Theodore had blessed
freestyle savvy to other people's tracks in
the hip-hop circuit, and Sharpe who can
play the piano and guitar and also a trained
vocalist had written and produced music for

other artists before the merger.
The power of each one individually was
amazing ,but then the collision of the three
became one destined for success. And on

its corporate matters. The formula that these

recording artist in addition to R&B and
alternative hip hop acts for an outstanding
900 HU students to appreciate. These stu-

three men are using is becoming some-

thing that Howard may not be ready for but
desperately anticipates. "We're about to

dent participants had to audition to be in the
production, which gained sponsorship fro1n
TOI Fridays and Sam "K" Record Shop.
All the men involved in this venture have
a power all their own but have onF main
goal, to make a lasting i1npression on the
industry
Look forward to Khaleef's music video

lock it down for R&B and Hip Hop," says
Brown. As other entertainment factions on
this campus are living off hip-hop alone,
Chief Element has its imprint on the best of
both worlds.
"We had to have serious people behind
us," says Sharpe, who some of his mentors

thought would pursue his craft at Julliard
but instead came to Howard University.

shoot for his smash hit single "On My
Mind," which is scheduled for late April

The serious people that are backing them

around Howard University and other loca-

are not just the ones in the courtroom but

tions in Washington, DC.

are also behind the camera. For their new
singer, Khaleef's music video, there are
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Something Like a Phenomenon:
Derek Kindle, A Man on the Move
By Jonathan C Sims
Life and Style Editor

By Jozen Cumntings
Hilltop Staff Writer
he walls of Howard University
have bred some of the most
acclaimed African-American

actors/actresses on both_the big
screen and small screen.

Debbie Allen , Phylicia Rashad, and
Anthony Anderson have all made name
for themselves.
The next one destined to follow in this tradition is a young up and coming actor by
the name of Hudson Smith, known to most
of his friends and colleagues as "big Dave."
Smith, a junior at Howard University,
has just completed his first lead role in the
independently produced film "The Epicureans". After finding himself casts in
short films , Smith is just now beginning to
see the fruits of his labor.
"Being an actor can be very discouraging," says Sntith. "I mean before this movie
came along I was doing everything from
short films to an AT&T commercial."
Knowing the road to beco,ne the next
Denzel Washington c;an often lead to
nowhere, Smith has taken the time to route
his trail to success in what son1e would
consider non traditional. "When I first
came to Howard I, of course, saw acting
being an obvious choice for my major." As
Sntith began his classes he realized the curriculum at Howard was giving him more

a

than what he felt he actually needed.
"Acting majors have all these other extra
classes they need to take," he says
"] just wanted to learn the acting part of
the business." With that Smith decided to
change his major after his freshman year
to study film, switching his acting major to
a minor ''.This way," Smith explains "not
only can I solely concentrate on the acting
classes that are most important to me, but
I'm also learning how to control things on
the other side of the camera as well.
Although Smith eventually does want to
get in the business of directing and creating films (he claims to have already written several scripts), one look at the movie
The Epicureans and the person will automatically see that his true talent and passion
lie in front of the camera, not behind
. ,
It.

"Working with Hudson is absolutely
effortless," says The Epicureans director
Brandon Broussard. "When he came into
the audition he was the first one to grab the
panels direction. We gave him one part to
read and he knocked it out. Thinking it was
a fluke, we gave him the script for another character and he did just as well."
·
Smith's ability to play the roles given to
him with such ease has lead
Broussard to believe that Sntith has what
it takes to beco1ne a major Hollywood fix

Please See Lights, B6

T

he clock goes off at 5:45 am and
junior legal communications major,

Derek Kindle hops out of bed. He
takes a shower, prints
out his homework
assignment,
and
stares at the wall for
only a glance. Derek
Kindle looks at a sign
on his wall with his
objectives for the
week. He scopes
them out and smiles.
After taking a deep
breath he dashes out
of his room in the
East Towers with no
hesitation heading up
the hill. On pursuit to
only one destination,
the "A" Building and
there Enrollment
Management. No,
he's not trying to get
a hold off his account,
or reenlist his classes

that were purged. He
is going to work.
For many students
that travel to room I05 they are greeted by
the smiling faces of Enrollment Management and one of those faces happens to be
of the 21 year old Kindle. He is not just a
student worker but he is a driven leader in
his job and other posts. The uniqueness of
Kindle's situation is that Howard was not

-----------------------------·-

always part of Kindle's blueprint. "I was
accepted to a lot of other schools, Colu1nbia, Duke, NYU" said Kindle, "I came to
Howard as an act of rebellion".
This act of rebellion brought Derek to a
campus at the "very, very last minute" and
Kindle didn't know
what he was about
to get hi,nself into.
What he got himself
into was definitely
something that Kindle would not forget. "From the first
minute I stepped on
this campus I had
no regrets," Kindle
said "I love the spirit of Howard, the
legacy of Howard,
and the spirit of
DC." Kindle who
was born in California but raised in

Green sboro , N.C
found a hon1e early
in the University
upon arrival. "I love
the people," Kindle
said, "friends in the
dorms, faculty, and
administration."

"Howard has increased my level of consciousness," Kindle said. This passion and
new found consciousness for the University that Kindle felt would lead him to get

Please See Phenornenon, B7
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To Be Fortunate
By Harold Eichelberger
Staff Writer
Fortunate is a phrase not to
be used loosely when it
comes to soul music.
Maxwell used it as a title to
one of his greatest pieces of
work. Usually, when an artist
produces a song with the
same title as another, questions arise, and credibility is

pondered. But once "Fortunate" by Motown newcomer
Lathun strikes the ears, one
has to take a deeper listen. If
you listen intently to his
voice, you can hear the seriousness of his long song, you
can hear the seriousness of

experience, and most of all,
and you can sense his skill.
With a new style that is mellow as sun-tea sitting on the
front porch, neo is just a pre-

fix for this neo-soul artist.
"The song is about a man
who one day realizes how
fortunate he is to have such a
special lady in his life," ' - - - - - - - - - - '
admits Lathun. He continues, "To me, the lyrics are very
poetic and the sound has a kind of a Latin and Caribbean
feel to it, with a hip-hop twist." It is these types of blends
that make Lathun's work poetry. It is his ability to create
a type of fusion that was only thought to be done in jazz.
With inspiration from artists such as Stevie Wonder,
Lathun created in his own self a kindred spirit which grew
into a talent of becoming a self-taught musician. He has
mastered the piano, the guitar, as well as the drums.
A former producer of artists such as Jermaine Dupri,
Xscape, and Immature, his fervor in the studio led him in
seeking out a career of his own. A factor that went into
his career was the artists that he worked in conjunction
with. "Most of the time when I would work with people,
I would sing the songs to them to show them how it

went ... ," admits Lathun. He adds, "They'd be like, 'Man,
you should be an artist. Why are you just producing?"
It was insightful advice such as this that tweaked the passion of this poet, writer,
musician to begin his work.
Being a Detroit native,
Motown sound was natural
to Lathun and his household.
Nurtured by a mother who
was once selected to be an
artist for Motown, but
deferred the offer to raise a
family, was an inspiring force
for Lathun. "I'm from
Detroit, where the foundation for a lot of our music
today was built-Motown
Records," exclaims Lathun.
In the Motown machine,
duets are often common.
The song that Lathun shares
with India.Arie is a mere
masterpiece on "When Love
Came In". The strength in
each artist's voice leaves a
brilliant wonderment. You
can expect nothing less than
this type of perfection from
an artist who· Ioves artistic
control in the production of
his music. He concludes, "I didn't have to go meet producers and have them guess at who I am musically. It was
already there. They trusted me to go in there and produce."
On another single entitled "Sweetest Thing", he opens
up as a storyteller reminiscent of a two-second Isaac
Hayes speech on one of his many classics. This is a
smooth tune strengthened not only by Lathun's voice, but
by the beauty of the guitar. Each plucked string matches the melody created by each note sung from the background to lead. In the end, you will be hoping to hold
someone's hand to celebrate the occasion of this creation
of a love song.

Twoo a Kind!
team, and received the nickname: Booto.
"I was on the practice dummy team during practices,"
Dixon said," I would always tell my teammates to bootup for every practice."
One grew up in the quiet suburbs of Ohio, the other was
born and raised in the city of neon lights, but despite their
After meeting Brown in his freshmen year the two went
very different environment Stefanie Brown and Alex
on to become team 1eaders.
Dixon came together under the mission to better Howard
Dixon describes Brown as a "plain Jane girl, who likes
University.
to eat hamburgers, hot dogs, and milkshakes, wherever
The story for Brown begins in the town of Bedford
they go."
Heights, Ohio. Born to Delores and Harvey Brown, she
"She also sleeps a lot," Dixon jokes, "But seriously, she
is one of two girls. Her neighborhood was mixed with
is bold. When she was a freshmen she was running the
whites and blacks, and according to Brown everyone got
NAACP."
along. However, in her high school years she began to
It was that same boldness and "Booto" attitude that won
realize that racism, although not directly affecting her, was
the HUSA office for the two in the 2001-2002 general
a problem.
elections. Running on the platform EMERGE, Brown and
"I have always been involved in the NAACP," Brown said,
Dixon swept the elections by winning more than 51 per"Even though I was not in the mist of the race struggle I
cent in the first elections.
was still aware of what was happening and what needed
According to Dixon the toughest issue that the administo be done."
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ !ration faced this year was
After visiting Howard Unithe housing crunch.
versity, Brown quickly made
"Every administration has a
up her mind that the univerdifining moment, last year it
sity was the place for her to
was Prince Jones this year it
be. According to Brown, the
was housing," Dixon said,
school was served her inter"We did as much as a student
est in public affairs because
government can do when the
of its Washington location.
university administration has
However, she admits Howard
the deciding vote on the
University did not live up to
issue."
all her expectations.
Also commenting on the
· "It was like you hear all these
housing issue Brown said, "I
things about the school, but
think that HUSA really was
when you get her you are
put to the test in the beginlike ... I wanted to change
ning of the year. We made
that,"
Brown
said.
sure that students had voices
Soon after setting foot on
in the hotel, got them food,
campus Brown immeadiatly
11'" '
and tried to work on a shutbegan actively participating
tie schedule."
in student government and
Those who have been in stuleadership. She worked as
dent government view this
programs coordinator for the
administration to be much
graduate trustee and also volbetter than its predicessors.
unteered with HUSA. She
"They are trendsetters for
says it was then she wanted to
HUSA leadership," K.halfani
become HUSA president.
Walker said, "I think they are
"I went to all the general assembly meetings, and as I got
down to earth, everyday students."
involved I though to myself, 'I want to be HUSA presiEchoing Walker, Adam Hunter, freshmen Political Science
dent someday'," Brown said.
Economics double major, said, "Alex and Stefanie are
It was also in that freshmen year that Brown met a Las
phenomenal leaders because they actually listen. Because
Vegas, Nevada, named Alex Dixon.
they listen they understand the needs of the students."
Dixon was born on November 2, 1980 to Frank and Linda
After their term as HUSA leaders ends Brown and Dixon
Dixon. The younger of two sons, he describes his homeboth plan to drop out of the student government eye.
town with one word: HOT.
Brown will be representing the School of Business as a
"The heatwaves here in DC have nothing on the ones in
UGSA representative, as well a continuing her work with
Las Vegas," Dixon said, " Also Las Vegas is a new city
the NAACP national headquarters.
that is in Nevada, just like Atlanta is a growing city but
Dixon plans to take his politics to congress. He wants to
it is still in Georgia."
work on the Hill or in the White House.
Most of the African Americans that Dixon knew all
Both, however, plan to stay involved in the Howard Unimigrated from on small town in Loiusianna. He admits
versity community and will lend help wherever need.
that they are little country, but it prepare him for the tight
Few can students can say that they have never seen these
knit group of blacks he was soon to meet at Howard Unitwo either in person, or on some type of HUSA flyer, and
versity.
no one can deny these two have not been doing their job ...
According to Dixon, he chose to come to Howard because
of its central location to government and political agencies. He also wanted to be exposed to intelligent black
people.
As a freshmen, Dixon played on the university football
By Corey Cunningham
Contributing Writer
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By Corey Cunningham
Contributing Writer
There is a saying, those who can, do. These words have
never rung more clearly than when speaking of this
weeks VIP lounge guest, Justin Gregory Tanner.
Born in Glenview, Illinois, Tanner grew up in a predominately white suburb. He soon learned to for close
ties with the other African Americans in his community.
This child hood also taught him the important need to seek
out other intelligent and motivat0d African Americans.
In the years that he spent in Illinois, Tarrner who now
towers over six feet three inches, quickly picked up basketball and footballs as extra curricular activities, as well
as other clubs. However, unlike the members of the teams
and clubs who wanted to be players in the NFL, NBA,
music bands, and movie~, Tanner wanted to work behind
the scenes.
I always knew that I wanted to work in entertainment,''
Tanner said, "However I was more into doing the behind
the ,.;cenes work."
Even as the Tanners moved
to Roswell, Georgia, he held
on to his dream. What most
adolescents would have seen
as rough transition, Tanner
saw as an opportunity to gain
greater insight into the entertainment world that was
quickly springing up in the
NYC of the South.
As he pushed through high
school, he continued to
develop e his growing interest in entertainment, as well
as another facet of school
life that would later become
one of what he considers his
greatest memories. This
facet was the Junior Ques.
Tanner was involved in the
Junior Ques because of his
father's membership and
affiliation with the organization.
"I grew up knowing about
Omega Psi Phi from my
father," Tanner said, "But I
also had a good friend who
took me under his wing. I didn't know at the time but he
was an Omega."
In Junior Ques, the foundation was laid on which the
principles of Manhood, Leadership, Service, and Scholarship would be built.
With his senior year underway, Tanner, who had already
paved the way to college with outstanding grades, and
huge extra curricular participation, sat back and waited
for the letters to come in. While he wasn't sure which
major would best Jead him to his dream, he knew from
his father's advice that marketing was a major that could
be taken anywhere.
After making the best decision of his life, Tanner arrived
on the campus of Howard University full of enthusiasm
and questions.
"I remember getting to Howard University and thinking 'the yard is so big'," Tanner said, "I knew that I was

at the right place though, I love Howard University and
cant see myself having chosen somewhere else."
Going into his freshmen year Tanner focus on his classes, determined to work from a high GPA, rather than
towards on. However, this is not to say that he was not
enjoying the Howard life.
"When I first met Justin I thought, 'this guy is really on
point'," Matthew Goins, Tanner's fraternity brother and
friend of three years, said, "but as I got to know him, I
realized that on the one hand he's strictly school work, but
on the other he is this guy that can get real loose in the
club."
According to Tanner he went to parties, fashion shows,
and other activities, while still budgeting his time for
studying.
He also found time to join Phi Sigma Pi and Omega Psi
Phi, while continuing to be in the school of Business Honors Program.
According to Tanner, crossing for Omega Psi Phi was
the one of the most memorable events in his life. After
quoting the motto, "Friendship is essential to the soul,"
Tanner related how important each member of his
brotherhood has been to him.
Quote
But studying and having a
good time was not all that
Tanner came to Howard to
do. Determined to find his
own in the entertainment
field he worked with promoters, DJs, and anyone else
who was on the same wavelength as he. This drive led
him, along with three other
students to found the Entertainment Media Sports Law
club. This club, according to
Tanner is ge~red towards
developing relationships in
the various fields and training the future P. Diddys.
Quote
The EMSL club has worked
with the likes of Vibe magazine and BET, as well as individuals who are successful
in the media and entertainment fie ds, to produce workshops, networking sessions,
and mentorship programs.
In the coming days, Tanner will be leaving the university with degree in hand. After graduating from law
school he plans to work for a firm for a couple of years.
Ten years down the road he sees himself representing
some of the biggest names under the name of his own law
firm.
To Tanner success was always around the corner, he just
had to get there. He credits Howard University and his
School of Business teachers with helping him achieve his
goals.
Tarrner leaves the university and its students with one recommendation, "Don't burn bridges, you never know who
you are going to have to again in life."

Setting-the Standard
By Harold J. Eichelberger
Staff Writer
Russell Marlon Drake, a systems and computer science
major, left Gary, Indiana in August of 1998 to achieve success complimented only by humbleness. The success that
has highlighted his career at Howard University is one that
can only be noticed behind the scenes. As a man whose
presence is known in Power Hall as well as in the School
of Engineering, Drake has proven to be an individual who
aspires to inspire those around him.
With a willing attitude to help others and to uplift, his
leadership skills afforded him the opportunity to lead, and
the understanding to realize that sometimes you have to
follow. "Sometimes he knows how to be a follower to
• skills," admits Christopher Clin:
improve his leadership
ton, graduating chemical engineering major.
In order to be apart of the "Howard Machine," involvement is the key to individual
development, as well as student development. Russell
Drake's involvement and
sheer care for Howard's students has pitted himself to
the disposal of student government. Currently, Drake is
serving his second consecutive year as the president of
the College of Engineering,
Architecture, and Computer
Sciences Student Assembly.
He has also served as the
chairman of the HUSA policy board, as well as a former
member of the Hilltop Policy Board. During his sophomore year,. he was instrumental in the organization of
a group of students who
called themselves the 2002 r... ..:
Student Gover11ment Inc.
Drake admits, "We were just
twenty-five people who
wanted to inspire change in
the students of Howard. Just L....
a few of my peers involved Khalfani Walker, Brittney
Cooper, and Haleemah Nash."
With goals such as doing away with student apathy and
making all students conscience and aware, Drake has
made admirable changes in his student government positions. Drake and his peers have worked adamantly to
involve the CEACS student council on the same level of
other student councils on the campus. Drake adds,
"Bringing the student council out of the ranks of being
'lowly engineers' was very important to me. We set our
student council up." Khalfani Walker, senior English

major admits, "Since he has been here in leadership, he
has implemented vending machines, the redoing of the
auditorium, as well as a presence to the CEACS. He also
turned the policy board around."
As chairman of the HUSA policy board, Drake has dedicated countless time and energy in improving student
relations with HUSA and the general student body. In a
government that was dominated mostly by Greek organizations and Campus Pals, Drake realized that whether
a student is involved or not, the student should be informed
and adequately educated in using their political voice.
He also has played an important role in making sure that
all the student constitutions are all in sync with HUSA:s
constitution. "I think we served as enlightenment to the
student body by taking Power Hall and putting it in the
hands of the students. We opened it up for everyone,"
admits Drake. He continues, "We also tried to modify the
policy board for clarity so students can underst'.?'d the system more simply.
Such accolades and successes are the fruits of his
upbringing. Both parents
were a driving force, emphasizing education. And it was
from his parent's community
involvement that he learned
that service lays the foundation for a great individual.
But what type of person is
Drake?
Despite being
involved with America's
Promise, and Phi Sigma Pi
Honor Fraternity, what
makes him a special individual? "Russ is all about
achievement in and out of the
classroom, as well as in student government. He would
take his shirt off for someone
in need," said Clinton.
Russell Drake can look
back on what he has accomplished and what he is in the
works of completing, and
surely smile. Observing the
current political state of campus politics, and an increasing student involvement, Drake is definitely happy. "More
people realize that they don't have to hold a position to
make a change. The politics on this campus is on the
'come up,"' adds Drake. He also admits, "The mission
of the CEACS is 'Pave the way for a beautiful and uplifting future."' Russell Drake has definitely paved a road
that not only he can benefit from, but others as well.
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As an old page turns a new one begins, Life and Style would like to thank all of you who read these pages
rote these pages, and talked about these pages this year. To my writers I'm proud of all of youl HUG yo
eserve all the credit, these pages would be nothing without you. And to Ira, Chris, and Jayme I know I gav
ou hell but I really love you all unconditionally and that's not one of lip service! Nike you are my dog, we hav
ne more year. Corey you aren't just a colleague but a brother, and we will do this next year! To Dana I don
now what to say but I am blessed by your guidance, I know next year with your help we are going to smok
his campus! To Mom, and Dad you both created the unexplainable, and I thank you for setting the standard fo
eeklng the best. To God I know without you my battle is lost, and I will not lose, even though I have dissa
lnted you many times I know the battle is won and soon the war. And with that, the page has turned, Elan
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achieve the high that all smokers crave. A Howard premed. student described the high and the dangers that come
with it saying,
"It's your body's reaction to chemicals inside the plant,
the TH C's lead to a high, but they also lead to problems
with learning, memory, coordination, heart attacks, and
panic attacks," said the Howard pre-med student. "There

-,
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"
t
I

are also cancer-causing toxins in marijuana that could lead

to emphysema and other smoking related diseases. I
probably know more about marijuana than the average
smoker, but even with all the negatives I know I still cant
stop. Oh yeah, I left out it was addictive."
Marijuana isn't the only thing being smoked on
Howard's campus; cigarettes and blacks are also popular
as well. Tobacco products can lead to 17 different types
of cancer along with asthma and bronchitis. It's even a
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Spring is finally here and on a nice day you can smell
all the fragrances of spring; the smell of freshly cut grass,
the smell of budding flowers, and then there's the smell
of another plant. It's not quite a flower, but it's probably
the most popular plant on campus~"Weed," "green,"

n·

"dro." Whatever you want to call it, you have to admit it's

.

everywhere you turn on campus. Everybody you know
either sells it or smokes it, all right that may be a slight
exaggeration but the presence of marijuana on this campus is quite apparent. Marijuana is the most popular recreational drug in the United States, and even though Howard
has a no-smoking policy, marijuana is undoubtedly the
most common recreational drug on this campus. What
exactly is it about smoking that has so many students
hooked? I had a chance to talk to some of the people who
know best.
Marijuana or cannabis, which is the drugs scientific
name, has been around for centuries and has been in
America since the Spaniards brought it over in 1545. At
one point, it grew side by side with tobacco as one of the
colonies major crops. Americans vvould smoke marijuana for the next 425 years before it was outlawed in the
Controlled Substance Act of 1970. Marijuana may be illegal, but that doesn't seem to be enough of a deterrent for
most students. Campus Police records, over the past 2
years, there have been 32 students arrested in marijuana
related incidents. "People like to get high," said one student. He continued saying, "some people smoke to relax,
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proven fact that the average smoker lives five years less

By Derrick Brown
Contributing Writer

than the average person, but that's not enough of a deterrent for some. "They say smoking is addictive. That may
be true, but I have no intention on quitting, so I'll never
know. Smoking may be unhealthy but the person who
doesn't smoke may over eat, or be an alcoholic. In the end
it evens out," said a freshmen female from California.

Another student who was aware of some of the health
risks talked about one way he tries to make his smoking
experience a little more healthy. "I smoke blacks, but I ·
always
take the
filter out.
The filter
ts
what
causes
cancer or

at least
that's what
I
was
taught."
This student was

both right
d
wrong ,
.
removing

a

n

the filter
lessons the

damage
but at the

some people smoke to laugh, some smoke because it's the

same time

" in-thing to do, and then there's so1ne people who just like
,, to be high. I'm one of those people who like to be high,"
Another student said," I admit I started smoking because
1• all my friends were doing it, but now I do it because it's
<' fun and I like it. I'm a different person when I'm high,
CJ and the person I am when I'm high is much more f un than
the not high me,"
The high they talked about is actuality a chemical THC
' ' (delta-9ptetrahydrocannabiol) found in the plant causing

it doesn't

1

I

What You Should Know
About Spring Allergies
By Tiffany C. Square
Contributing Writer

Paul says that symptoms like the ones mentioned above are
from a common allergic disease called Allergic conjunctivitis and Allergic Rhintis, commonly known as hay fever.
Paul also adds, that many people of all ages, may suffer
from other allergies such as Atopic dermatitis- also called
eczema. Which is a disease characterized by itching, reddening and peeling or flaking of the skin
Despite the character of the allergy, with the proper diagnosis and the right treatment, you can control you allergy
symptoms.
Cheryl Freeman, Pharmacist at Howard University Student Health Center says that what we breathe in: smoke
dust, pollen, fungi, and chemicals, what we eat: Nuts,
(especially peanuts), beans, potatoes, lobster and shrimp,

Birds are chirping, the sun is shining, days are getting
cooler, and nights are longer, but the arrival of spring isn't
complete without its usual companions, ragweed, mold
and pollen. Yes, you guessed it, the main causes of allergies. Sorry to tell, but you may have to change some habits
because
these natural environmental resources aren't the
,

only things that cause people grab boxes of Kleenex.
Spring Allergy Season is here and for many people it
comes with the misery of itchy and watery eyes, nasal congestion, a runny nose, headaches, and relentless sneezing.

Dr. Herny Paul, a physician at Michael Reese Hospital in
Chicago, IL answers the question that frequently plagues
the minds of many people.
He says that many people suffer from allergies because
your body mistakes something that is normally harmless
fur something dangerous, it tries to get rid of it the same
way it fights off an invading bacteria or virus .
"Your bodies attempt to get rid of the 'allergen,' which

what we come in contact with: Animal, insects and mite

products, drugs, Penicillin, insulin, vaccines, and insect
bites such as bees and wasps may all be attributing causes
of developing allergies or allergic reactions.
Freeman adds that students frequently come in and are
prescribed medicines to reduce the symptoms fur the allergy. "We prescribe IO milligrams of Claritin, Actifed,
Deconomae, SR and Benadryl for allergic reactions. Antihistamines, Decongestants, Nasal steroids and
Immunotherapy, (which may be recommended by people
who do respond well to medications) are also medicines
that can be used as treatment options for nasal allergies.
Simone Hylton,'\ sophomore Communications major, says
that she has been using Claritin in order to overcome her
allergy symptoms. "After being prescribed Claritin, I
could do something that I have done in along time, breathe

causes symptoms like sneezing, watery eyes and a run-

ning, stuffy or itchy nose," said Paul. This is called an
"allergic reaction."

According to Dr. Paul, allergic rhinitis (hay fever) is the
most common allergy encountered in hospitals and consti-

tutes approximately 55% of all allergies seen in younger
people .
He also added that there are two types of allergies seasonal
and perennial.
"If you have seasonal allergies (hay fever or allergic rhinitis) you are allergic to pollen from trees, grass, or weeds
that are carried by the wind," said Paul. "On the other
hand, 'perennial allergies' means you are allergic to something that affects you year-round and does not change with
the.seasons- such as dust mites, which can be found under
mattresses; pet dander, pet saliva or mold spores which can
be found inside and out of your home."
Dr Paul also adds, " If you suffer year round, and your
symptoms worsen seasonally, your symptoms may be
caused by a combination of seasonal as well as perennial
allergens."
·
Angel Todd sophomore broadcast journalism major, says,
"I frequently have itchy, read watery eyes, and occasional
sneezing throughout the year."

again!"
Freeman suggests, several initiatives you can take in order

to avoid or reduce the chance of your allergies flaring up.
Cleaning air filters, such as air conditioner ducts at seasonal changes, avoid keeping pets in the house, using a damp
cloth to dust. Washing blankets in hot water, Carefully
reading labels on hair sprays, perfumes, shave lotions,
(incase they include allergens), and keeping windows
closed if the pollen count is high.
So if you though, that hay fever was really caused by hay
and allergies were all in your head, you were wrong.
Allergies are serious problems and should be treated in
that manner.

eliminate

the risk.
In the
end smok.

1ng seems

to mean different things to different people. Whether it's
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to relax from the stress of school or just to have a laugh,
it seems to have a special place in the lives of many stu-

a series of cellular reactions once it has embedded itself
in the body. The more stimulated cells there are, the more
intense the high. People who smoke on a regular basis

dents. But you don't have to take my word, just go out on

h ave THC residue in them already making it easier to

spring .

the yard tomorrow. If it's warm, just sit down for a second and the chances are you'll get a whiff of the sme1l of
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Extra Innings
By Camille M. Harvey

A Few Parting WJrds
By Crunille M. Harvey
S]?orts Editor

In keeping with the tradition of the
annual sports awards, given to various teams
and players around campus, this year will be no
different. This year's awards, the Millies, will
highlight various teams and players of my
choice because of various achievements that the
team or individual had this year.

Coach of the Year:
The Millie Award for Coach of the Year
goes to (Uncle) Frankie Allen Head Men's Basketball Coach and (Marna) Cathy Parson Head
Women's Basketball Coach. In the two years
that they have been at Howard, they have both
been a success. Coach Parson came in with a
talented team and a winning reputation. She
was then forced to not only step away from the
shadow that preceded her and created her own
place in Howard history as she was named
MEAC Women's Coach of the Year. That alone
is an outstanding accomplishment. Coach
Allen's situation was considerably different.
Coach Allen came to a terun, who despite their
good talent, had just come off their worst season ever, both on and off the court. He theu
took the team to their first ten win season in
years and followed that with the team's fu-st
post season victory in years and also, the team
facing their MEAC counterpart-the Institute,
Hampton, in the MEAC championship game.
For this, these coaches get my vote for Coach of
the Year.

Player of the Year:
This prestigious award can only go to
Andrea "Big Tall"' Gardner, Lady Bison Basketballer. She received this award from her conferenc for her outstanding pertbrmance on the
court for two consecutive years and she gets 1t
from me. Big Tall is the bomb, plain and sim·
pie. Although there are some athletes who made
considerable contributions to their teams (Honorable Mention to Tracy White, football, Aki
Tho1nas, men's basketball and Casilda Trotter,
swimming and diving), Big Tall did her thing
when she was in the game and her J?resence was
missed when she waSn't in the game.

Much Needed SboutOuts:
Now this award goes to several teams,
because for lack of a better phrase, we as The
Hilltop, was lacking on your coverage during
your season. Better late than never; Men and
Women's Soccer, Me11 and Women's Swimming
and Diving, Men and Women's Tennis,
Lacrosse, Bowling, Wrestling, and Softball.
One day in the future, I hope that you teams
will get the same coverage as football and basketball. One day ...

Best Actor During a Sports Event;

If you heard me say this at a basketball
game, then you know who receives this award.
There were quite a number of games this year,
where this one individual would take a charge
from almost anybody. He would lie out on the
floor like he was seriously hurt, just to show the
ref that he was being pushed around. The Millie
for Best Actor during a Sports Event goes to
Darren (DK) Kennedy. That sort of talent is

obviously practiced; I hope you don t spend
time in the off-season practicing with your
roommate. It's all good, that is how you take
one for the team. Your hard work and dedication
is much appreciated by your teammates and
your fans alike.

If you read last week's column and didn't get it,
ask yourself this. Would you put your flaws in the
school paper? Would you admit your shortcomings to anyone beside yourself? I put myself out
there, one because I could, but more importantly to show a sign of maturity that many people
on this campus, from the top of administration to
the bottom of the barrel, lack.

Upset of The Year:
There is a two-way tie for Upset of the
Year. The frrst half of the award goes to the football terun for their upsetting performance
against North Carolina A&T. My feelings were
hurt that after my friends and I drove to North
Carolina see the game, at least the team could
have done \Vas show up. That was the sorriest
excuse of an athletic performance that I had
ever seen. That was my upset of the year. The
other upset was a positive upset, one that was
just as unexpected as the football, the men's
basketball team FINALLY beating Hrunpton.
Ron Williamson was the man that day, as he
knows. He scored half of the team's points
matchiug his career high, including the game
winning basket. Realistically, some people on
campus had gained faith and lost faith in our
men's basketball terun and the only reason a lot
of people went to the game was because it was
the Howard/Hampton. Very few people actually
thought that we would beat Hampton, but we
did and it was an upset.

I wish that people would do Nhat they are paid
to do. I wish that those who were in power had a
clue of what the students want. I also want their
to be an elimination of the double standards of
what athletes can do and get away with and what
non-student athletes can do and get away with.
0

As for matters that are to be kept in the family,
understand that they are not kept there for long.
News is news and the truth always sets us free.
Men beating on women, students stabl)ing students, alcohol poisoning, unethical practices, the
truth will always prevail despite obvious attempts
to silence us.
What goes around comes around and you will
reap what you sow. Karma is a horrible thing. If
you do things that are wrong, wrong will come
back to you, especially if you know that you are
doing wrong. But you don't need me to tell you
that, I am sure that you have heard it enough from
the people who are around you.

Biggest Disappointment:

I will truly miss this place. Despite the hell that
I have dealt with, realistically I can say that I
wouldl)'t trade this in for anything in the world.
The learning experiences that I had taught me so
much and for that all I can say is that these FIVE
years have been the greatest.

Of all of the teams on campus, it hurts
me the most to say that the football team was
the biggest disappointment. I can't believe that
they had that bad of a season. I don't know
where the blame should lie, maybe it was the
coaching, maybe it was the players, and maybe
it was administration. Where ever the blame
lays, the fact till remains that their record was
far below, anything acceptable. They know that
and we know that, but nonetheless 1t was sull a
disappointment.

Throughout today's paper, I say thank you to
many people. I would like to take this time to
thank my friends, you guys know who you are.
You know that without your support and help, I
wouldn't have made it. Names aren't important,
impressions are, you know the i";pression~ that
you made without your name being menlloned
(Platinum P, Diamond D, Card Players and, Class
mates, peers, Toastmasters, Trainers, athletes_ and
those who would sit on the wall and pass the llme,
the band and all of my friends from California,
especially those who graduated from Skyline
High School,). To all the graduating seniors, the

Bigge~t Improvement:
To me, the biggest improvement came
outside of the sports arena but not really.
Although the biggest improvement was one that
didn't take place on the field, it did take ]?lace
within the sporting arena. The Millie for
Biggest lmJ?rovement goes to Aisha Chaney,
Channa Byrant and Elena Bergeron. These
three young ladies have changed the game in
terms of sports coverage on campus, something
that needed variety as well as improvement.
Your hard work and dedication does not go
unnoticed. Their feminine perspective ou SJ?Orts
is a tremendous improvement from the male
domination that was once aSSociated with
sports. Good job ladies.

I

yard is our new spot, May 11 'h. For the Super
Seniors, I feel your pain. The only thing that I can
tell you is wait for it, it is sweet no matter when
you get it. Don't rush it. All things happen for a
reason in their season.
For the record, I don't know everyone on campus, just the most athletes and people that I had
class with. For the record, brand new is not in. For
the record, I love Howard and for the record, this
is it.

This concludes the Millies. I hope that everyone
had as much fun reading as I did writi11g. For
those who didn't get an award, you can take it
two ways. Either you get mad about it or you
don't. But , "Remember don t get 1nad, its just

Camille M. Harvey is the outgoing Friday
Sports Week Editor and she has left the building.

comedy!"
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The early morning practices, rigid workouts, tedious
schedules, and bumps and bruises are coming to an end
s so1ne of Howard's finest athletes prepare to graduate.
Unlike other students, athletes balance rigorous training sessions while maintaining decent grade point averges to stay eligible.
"The 1nost difficult thing would be balancing your
lasses with traveling and practice. Trying to maintain
decent grade point average," said senior basketball playr Aki Thomas. "You have to keep in contact with your
eachers. E-mail so they can let you know what lessons
au 1nissed."
Learning time management is one of the main elements
f being a student athlete. It requires prioritizing and
lanning ahead.
"Time management is difficult because we train at least
wo hours daily, and we put in the time that is required
or our studies," said soccer player Eric Williams. "Travling also puts a train on you in terms of the weekend
ours you have available to study and re-cooperate for

This is it. This is my final column, my final Friday my final Hilltop. Let me clear up somethings
before I go.

•

us1ness

•
•

Senior Athletes
t ey are 1ntereste 1n w at t ey are stu y1ng, an m
sure they are doing the right things during the summer,'
said Thomas. "I would always make sure I had a job during the summer so I was used to being in· a work environment."
Other advice includes prioritizing and time manage-

According to a report released by the National Colle"I hope to play in the WNBA or if that doesn't work out
giate Athletic Association, there are nearly one million
I want to teach first grade at an elementary school," Gardhigh-school football players and about 555,000 basketner said. "My long term goal is to open my own fitness
ball players. Out of that number about 250 make it to
center, but since I've always loved kids and I'm always
the NFL and about 50 make an NBA team.
been around kids, I knew teaching was for me."
The report also said that less than three percent of colSenior Eric Williams already had the opportunity to
ment.
lege seniors will play one year in professional basketball.
play in a professional league, but he opted to play for a
"My advice would be to get at least six hours of slee
"I approached life as if I wasn't going to go pro," said
semi-professional league, leaving room to re1nain focused
each day and level your training hours with your study
Thomas. "I have other things to fall back on in case I
on his education ..
hours," said Williams. "If you train for two hours a day
don't go pro. I can always teach, but n1ainly I want to
"I'm going to continue to play soccer as long as I can
you should study two hours a day so you have a good balwork with neglected children."
walk,'' said Williams. "Right now I play for a club called
ance. Once you do that everyday you get in a zone, and
Although their chances are slim, so,ne athletes
it becomes clockwork for you."
have not given up on their dream of playing sports
File Photo
"Maintaining your grades while playing sports is th
after college and remain hopeful they will play in Aki Thomas held it down for the Bison this yeai~ but now he is graduating and pre- hardest thing to do," Gardner said. "Only the stron
a professional league.
pared to face the world.
survive in all aspects of life because it's hard, at time
"My chances of playing in the league look good,"
it was difficult, but you just keep trying and trying an
said senior football player Jevonte Philpot. "This weekZorba, which is a semi-pro league. I could have played
trying."
for a league that would have paid me, but I needed to conend the draft comes up, so the time between April 20'h
centrate on my graduate studies, but I still have the
and May will determine what I'm going to do.
option of playing professional in the future."
Senior basketball player Andrea Gardner also has hopes
Some senior say preparation is the key to success.
of going to the pros, but has other plans in case her dreams
"I would definitely tell student athletes to make sure
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Do you feel So111eone calJing you, but you've hesitated to answer?

•

Do you tlrink you might be called to ministry,, but you need support to
discern that call?

•

Do you think you"re called to tninistry .. but not. necessarily to the
orda:ined or traditional ministry?

•

•

Do you feel called to teach. write, or research in the discipline of"• eligion?

•

Do you feel called to another career. but you want to live and work out of
your spiritual values and faith?

•

Do you feel a longing in your heart to make a positi'\.'C difference in the
world.. but you aren •t quite sure how?
'

We want to help you to d:isce••• God's will for your vocation. Join us for a PreM:inistry/Vocational Discen1ment reception. Get information about plans for the
upcoming academic year. We will visit theological seminaries, hold conversations
with prominent. people who Jive out their faith and values in their professions.
p:art:ic:ipate in retreats and book discussions. assist i .n locatj ng financia l resources
for graduate school. and discen'l how to Jive a life faithfu l to God's call on our
lives.
·
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For more information. contact Rev. Fay Acker,. program coordinator, at 806-7280.
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The Process
A process begins with a single step followed by a series
of others that leads to a final expected end. One of the
1nost important processes, at least in my view, is the one

that I am about to complete, matriculation from Howard
University. Now you may wonder why I refer to attending and matriculating from Howard University as a
process, but 1ny reasoning is really quite simple. The day
you set foot on this campus was your first step, your first
day in class the second, your completion of your first
semester the third, with matriculation being the final step
in the expected formation of the Howard man or woman.
From those of you who, like me, chose Howard as your
first choice to those of you who chose Howard as a last
resort, you must admit that you are who you are to some
extent because of your time spent at Howard University.
Your ability to vocalize yourself came from Howard Uni-

STRIKE A POSE: HowardAlumShakesUp
The Fashion Industry With New Magazine
By Nia McLean
Contributing Writer
Howard University has a longstanding reputation of producing talent. Many of the most prominent black movers
and shakers from Debbie Allen to Sean "P. Diddy"
Combs, call the Mecca home. Another name to be added
to Howard's endless list of success stories is that of 34
year-old Shawn Mason, the founder and publisher of Pose
Magazine, a new fashion magazine for women of color.
Years ago when Mason attended Howard, he had aspirations of becoming a trader on Wall Street. Graduating
with a B.A. in business management, he was hired immediately after college by the Department of Energy as a
management analyst. However, the corporate life did not

hold Mason's interests. He dreamed of something bigger
and better. He dreamed of working for himself. "I had a
career track position, but the government was not for me.
I wanted to be an entrepreneur," said Mason. "I couldn't
beco1ne a millionaire working for the government."
Taking the knowledge he learned in the School of
Business, Mason left his job and opened up M&M Furniture Mart, which catered primarily to students. The
business lasted for three years, but after Mason's least
expired he used to opportunity to explore his other interests, one of which increasingly became the magazine publishing industry.
"I wanted to get into the magazine business. I saw my
friend David Mays (fellow Howard alum and owner of
The Source magazine) grow his magazine. If he could do
it, I could do it too. I didn't want to get into music. I
thought of a niche in the industry that wasn't being covered. When I didn't see any fashion magazines reflecting a I 00% image of black women, I decided to start a
fashion magazine focusing on black women specifically."
It took Mason two years to see his vision materialize,
but when the first issue of Pose hit the newsstands earlier this year, Mason says he felt very much like a proud
father. "It feels great. I walked into Borders Books, and
I ,vas so excited to see that our magazine was in the fashion section with the majors," said Mason. "We had a very
dominant presence. We're going to keep that consistency."

Pose, which has a target audience of African American
women aged between 18 and 35, faces many obstacles
that Mason reccignizes, including fighting for shelf space
a1nongst more established publications. Currently, Mason
1

views Essence magazine as his chief competitor. ''Essence
has a considerable amount of the market that I am trying to serve," said Mason. "I felt that there was room for
another magazine for black women, besides Essence is

a lifestyle magazine."
Mason stresses that there are key elements from cover
to cover that distinguish Pose fro1n other fashion magazines. Not only is the magazine for black women's fashion, but it exclusively features the work of black designers. "While everyone else is going to Milan to discover
the next big thing, I want to focus on and give exposure
to the new black designers to make them the new Versace." Pose also sets itself apart by not being very
celebrity driven as well ~s putting emphasis on both petite
and plus size women, the latter being a group that the
fashion industry often ignores.
As Pose rises, Mason, who says his average day is spent

on the phone setting up distribution, gathering material
for future issues and all the others aspects of making a
magazine thrive, has his shares of stress along with his
accomplish1nent. His success is a testament to sacrifice.
Mason cites that one of the primary minuses of starting
a magazine is the financial side. "Not having a consis-

tent cash flow is difficult. We [publishers] have to really work for our money. Our income is not guaranteed. We
have to generate it ourselves. It gets stressful. The aver-

age person wouldn't understand what it takes to run a
fashion magazine. It's not a game," said Mason. "A lot

of people don't understand the hard work and effort it
takes to run a fashion magazine." The entrepreneur also

insists that there are perks with his job. "I like the freedom to be creative. I can give quality information and
content to 1ny readers. I don't have anyone telling me what
to do. I have been introduced to high profile people," said
Mason. "I deal with record companies. I get free cd 's. I
get invited to pre,niere events. There is so much that goes
with this that I wouldn't trade for the world."
Mason has a growing number of endeavors he plans to
explore, including starting an association for the publishers of black-owned magazines. "I think I want to
develop some relationships with new publishers of my
generation. It's important to have a support group where

you can share ideas, discuss strategies to solve problems
within the magazine industry, build alliances, and be competitive." He is also in the process of planning a Pose
Magazine HBCU Tour, which he hopes will kick off at
Howard this fall. For students with designs on following
Mason's footsteps and starting a magazine, he offers this
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versity, because if you did not on this campus your voice
would not have been heard. Your ability to think logically on any issue and form an opinion came from
Howard University, because on this campus everyone else
had one. And your ability to stand strong in your opinions came from Howard University, because here your
opinions have been challenged. 1'1n sure if you ever take
the time to really think about the contributions Howard
has made to you, inside and outside of the classroom, the
list formed would be endless.
Don't neglect any steps in this process called Howard
University. Make the most of every experience. It is not
purely academic nor is it purely social. Find a balance

between the social and the acade1nic and stick with it.
Develop yourself during this time of leisure and stress;
there will be no other time like it. Sadly, you won't even
· realize the merit of this process till it ends, but for me
the end of this process draws near. So,
I thought it only fitting to leave things reme1nbered: one
senior's reflection.
Enobong H. Alexander (Anna)
,
Executive President of the Arts & Sciences Student
Council
Summer 2002 graduate

Baller as she has ditched the Hilltop, Screa,ning Pass the
Courvousier! While taking do,vn her frosty_ twerking
because she will be livin it up in New York .... All the

6 degrees
turns on the Hilltop

degrees can say is Work B****! Since we are on the sub-

ject of work, for those people that are on staff but haven't
seen a by line in a couple of weeks I think you got the
message, as well as you didn't get a pay check oops ... And
with the best of the1n conies where the real drama is at
Mr Chris Windham, well it looks, and I see it he has lost
his mind. After the money he received for bootlegging
the R Kelly sex tape he has purchased a good amount of
land in Mexico where there seems to be a lot of weed, I
,nean weeds on his property ... Word is his partner in

Well the year has wound down for Hilltop and you
thought the degrees would let them get away with their
secrets, well that is definitely how it's about to go down.
While the celebrities have their secrets exposed on a daily
it is time for the gossip to turn on the gossipers so sit back
and enjoy the ride through these pages ... Well it seems
like your editor in chief seems to be lost, (as usual) lately he has been coming to meetings late, he's been singing
'Oops' and his hands are sticky when shaken, so I don't
know what he is doing but we know what is really going
o'i... And with Ira comes his trusty side kick Bones, better _known as your Tuesday Sport's editor, he has been
looking for a way to get his hair corn rolled for free, but
still it will look a mess ... On the other hand while we are
on the subjects of mess's can we talk about the mascot
for mess ... Yes Ms. Nike Bello definitely won't be the one
to look for on the yard at all, word is she has been going
through a lot of bad times and her home perm kit hasn't
been working for her so she is thinking of going all natural. .. Two word's, Nike don't ... Speaking of don'ts the
fashion Police is proud to report that Brakkton Booker
"Campus Editor Tuesday" has been really good on his

crime no names just love will be joining him in Mexico

to excavate the land ... And with the1n in mind a certain
news editor, has found the man of her dreams and she was
quoted saying "I'm holdin on to him!" ... The funniest
thing is that Miss Sports editor has disappeared of the face
of this earth, after she stormed out the office because her
power point presentation wasn't working. Word is she
and Chaundra Levy are chilling in Fiji and she is making ultimate life decisions like should I wear jeans or a
skirt today ... Now while she's trying on·her skirt I head
your Life and Style Editor has found him a new bank
account, oops I n1ean boo. Well it seems he has found a
certain famous entertainer to buy him a new house in the
Hamptons, so when he is in New York this su1nmer, he

can party with the bourgeious and not the boughetto. He
also has been spotted across the country spreading the
good news about Howard and the Hilltop 2001-2002.
The degrees would just like to say that we made it. .. and
one other thing if you didn't get the connection ... then just
GET INTO IT'

th

probation. Last year after the September 11 attacks he
was charged for hiding Bin Laden in his baggy sweat
pants ... Well someone who is definitely too big for their
britches, Miss Editorials Editor has staked a revolution,
where all people who doon't see her way will be subjected
to listen to her nag on for an hour about nothing ... But it
looks like the Southern Bell, has become the Southern

While Smith does take his craft very seriously he also
finds time to change hats. As Vice-President of Renais-

Lights from B 1- ture. "After working with Hudson I can imagine what it was like when Spike
Lee was working with Denzel Washington when he first
started out."
In The Epicureans, Smith plays one of four friends by

sance Productions Inc- an events management company-

Smith carries a huge responsibility in booking perfor1nances by big name artists in the DC area. The company has been responsible for such acts as Jay-Zand Ali-

the name of Damien.
The movie can best be summed up as a male version of

advice: "Have a creative niche, don't do anything trendy.
Create something that will have longevity. Save your
money and be able to sacrifice and struggle. Get educated
about the industry. Develop relationships with ad agen-

"Sex and the City," as the young men go through the up

cies and try to get a best friend there."

lo knock his boys female conquests but even quicker to
brag about his own. "For the record, the character I play
is nothing like the real me," laughs Smith.

cia Keyes.
Nevertheless, acting remains Smith true love. "I know
this film will open up even more doors," Smith says with
confidence. With plans to show thee movie at the Black

and down motions of the dating game.
Often distant, and always the first to leave his boys for
$.Cine fe1nale, Damien is portrayed as the jerk who is quick

Film Festival in Miami, Fl later this year, as well as aspe-

cial screening next week in the School of Communica-

tions Screening Room West at 7 PM, Hudson Smith definitely has a step in the right direction.
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begin to thank you enough. You always had the heads up
and you always had me in mind. Thank you for your honesty and your comedy. Keep the office in line and one day
everyone will get what they deserve.

By Camille M. Harvey
Sports Editor.

The Band and the Cheerleaders:

There are so many people who contributed to my personal
and professional growth on campus and I would like to
take this opportunity to atte1npt to thank most of them.
Please understand that these thank you's are not in any
specific order and one thank is just as important as the
next.

No popular sporting event is complete without these two
elements. From the band keeping it hype and hilarious,
to the Cheerleaders doing their thing, I don't know what
a game would be with out you. You guys are some of the
hardest working organizations on campus and your work
often go unnoticed.

Ms. Deborah .Johnson:

The Section 8 Mob:

We have come a long way from Sports Marketing and the
athletic.office. You are truly, an on campus inspiration.
May good things continue to happen in your life and may
your path to success never end.

Ed Hill and Romanda Noble:
Your hard work and sacrifice is often unnoticed by the
campus. Thank you for your understanding and your inspiration. Everything happens for a reason, in season. One
day, the office will get the equipment and the personnel
that it needs, but until then, I know that the office will
make it with what it has now. Many thanks to you.

Ms . .Jefferys:
There are so many ways that you have helped me; I can't

6th Degrees from

Bl-Eltori John, now them.
Eminem has decided to really rock the boat-how sweet.
The openly gay duo used the rapper because of his
homophobic lyrics. And when Dr. Dre was asked about
this he stated that there most likely will be a response to
this love song on Eminem 's new album.
Speaking of homophobic comments, can we talk about
Angie Stone. It looks like the singer at a street festival
in Newark, NJ, made a comment that has caused some
of her fans to make a bigger mess than she already is.
When performing "Brotha," Stone asked for all her
strong l)len to put their hands up, and stated allegedly
"homos, put your hands down" ... And while we are
shopping in the degrees grocery store we picked up some
grade A+ beef. No Nas, No Jay-Z, but this week a rap
vet kick someone where it hurts. KRS One calls .out
Nelly in the new underground mix tape The Difference.
The rapper has a track on the album called "Clear Em
Out Where" where he raps "You tired of me saying what's
real hip-hop/ Well I'm tired of you biting mys*** to go
pop/ sales don't make you the authority/ It only means
you sold out to the white majority." This shows KRS still
has what it takes to welcome others to his world
Next, the degrees has a special LOL (laugh out loud )
award to give out, and it goes to Bone Thugs and Harmony for their comment they made this week. West Coast
students and Tupac lovers alike please sit down on this
one, and grab a fan. On their new album Thug World
Order they have the title track with Bobby Brown on it.
If you didn't laugh at that, you will laugh at this comment
from Layzie Bone on Bobby Brown. Layzie said "Dude

The first lady of Section 8 wouldn't forget you. The
MEAC bus trip was cool; !just wish that kind of fire was
present all year long. Steve and Blake, please remember
to take your Ritalin. Maybe one day, the Section 8 mob
into a Burr Gym Bunch. I wish everyone had our type of
spirit, BISON 1

Coach Cotton and "Fat .Jack" Dr. Jackson:
Both of you always had another inside scoop for me, or
some information that I missed or another perspective for
1ne to think about. Thanks for looking out.

Kimothy, Kevin and Brandon:
You guys, thank you for having faith in me, despite your
initial feelings for me. Kimothy keep holding it down in
Bristol, I'll be back before you know it. Kevin, keep it

{Bobby Brown} is like Tupac." Maybe whatever stuff
Whitney has been smoking, they passed it along to
Layzie Bone. That is that's like saying Stevie Wonder can
see, it just won't happen.
There are also some quickies in the degree department.
India.Arie finally wins an award, she will be awarded
an Essence Award, thank God ... If you thought the
Osbournes would be the ones taking over MTV, you are
mistaken. Look for either Brandy or P Diddy to hit you
with a reality TV show that chronicles their life by the
end of the year. (Side note wouldn't Bobby and Whitney on TV be more entertaining, it could be called
'Crackin Up') .. .Nona Gaye, the late Marvin Gaye's
daughter, who made her debut in Ali, is the official
replacement for Aaliyah's character Zee in the Matrix
sequels .. .Mary J went the Janet route and canceled some
international dates during her tour, for terrorist
threats ... And on the kid menu, R Kelly will be offering
a special tribute to soldiers at war called "Soldier's
Heart," which all proceeds will go to the soldiers fund
for war. I guess he's already practicing for his community service hours.
With community service on the brain, may the degrees
say that they enjoyed hooking you up this year with the
best on what was burning up in your land of celebrity.
We are leaving the pages of the Hilltop but we have a new
home, so keep a look out for the new address. You know,
as always, if you didn't get the connection, then you are
like the degrees to their classes this semester .... Late.
Holla'
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tight in med school. One day Dr. Stewart, one day. Brandon, what can I say? We have helped each other grow and
fot that all I can say is thank you. Whether you all admit
it or not, you guys are glad that I came around and I am
glad that you guys were there in the first place. Thanks
thanks thanks.

The Swim 'learn:
Mama knows, mama knows. During my tenure at
Howard, I have seen many changes with you all but one
thing still remains the same. You are all talented and mean
a lot to me. I wish you all nothing but the best in all of
your endeavors. One day everyone will get it right, until
then ... keep fighting for what's right.

Elena, Derrick, Alicia, Aisha and Channa:
Silly sophomores, former, stupid freshman. You all have
the potential to do it up. Your contributions to my sections
helped tremendously. You are the greatest and I don't know
what I would have done without. One day you all might
tnrn stuff in on time. When your ti1ne comes, you'll know
everything that I said was true. I guess that I can't complain, I did the same thing to Brandon and Kevin. Remain
encouraged and remember my advice.

Women and Men's Basketball 'learn:
You guys are the best. I wish you nothing but the best.
Always know that you will always have a fan in me, win,
lose or draw. "Big Tall", Asia Petty, Ayanna, Big brother
Aki, Cousins Ron and Jon, keep doing it up. Ayanna, I
hope that your rehab continues to go well, Big Tall and
Aki, let the seniors do it. Ron and Jon, next year is your
year. Make me proud.

Mel, Narrisa, Clover, Ashlie, Nadia, April, Kim and
Mrs. Aki Thomas:
You kept it real and for that, all I can say is thank you.
The athletes should also thank you. You guys played a key
role and for that all I can say is thank you. Thank you for
keeping it professional and knowing your role. Keep up
the good work.
For those who weren't mentioned, charge it to my head
and not to my heart because I am only human.

1

The Hilltop and Readers of my Section:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to showcase my
written talents. Thank you for actually reading it and
telling me what you think. With out the two of you, I may
have not been anything that a sub par staff writer. You both
have contributed to my professional growth.

Phenomenom from Bl-

involved in many
•
areas on campus from being the current Chairman of
Howard University Student Ambassadors to HUSA.
"Derek·is very thorough," said Alex Dixon, vice president of HUSA where Kindle works as the Student
Empowerment coordinator. This position bridges the gap
between the students and the administration. "If you wan
him to do something he's very accessible," Dixon said,
"you know where you stand with him." This stance is
something Kindle never looses touch with people on. "I
remember incidents when Derek would walk someone
who was not validated through the process" said Dixon,
''and a couple of days later they were validated." Dixon
also recalled times when Kindle would set up ambassadors for special tours that HUSA might have hosted.
This work ethic has allowed Kindle to climb up the
ladder from a student volunteer to a special assistant in
the office of Enrollment Management. A hectic job,
which some night's Kindle leaves at 7:30 pm or later he
is still able to balance his other organizational commitments, and a full course load. Also as a member of the
Annenberg Honors Program holding down a 3.83 GPA,
Kindle has achieved to the sky's limit in all of his endeavors.
His commitments to school, his organizations, and
work are juggled with more precisions than one at a circus. He also makes sure he makes his mark on younger
minds as he coaches one of the debate teams at Roosevelt
High School. He not only extends his hand out to others in the community, but has left and impact to those who
have come to Howard and are leaving our great institution. "I've noticed in his leadership skills a background
to get the job done," said Anna Alexander , Executive
President of the College of Arts and Sciences. These
leadership characteristics as Alexander see comes from
one place in particular. "His drive is one that comes from
within," said Alexander. This drive that Alexander sees

for Kindle is something that she also left him as advice
for his last year. "Stay focused on your long term goals
because your long term goals will keep you focused
instead of the short term disappointments," Alexander
said who felt Derek taught her the value of hard work.
"Derek constantly set's goals and he doesn't complain,"
Alexander said "the world is a game for him and he can
play any card." Well the dealer dealt Derek some pretty tough cards in his three years at Howard. His parents
weren't at first supportive of his choice to attend the
school. Freshmen year he was robbed at gunpoint, and
he still has a schedule that the word overload would be
an understatement. However, his example has been a
learning experience in itself. "He's shown me as Vice
President different ways to lead," Dixon said "he's truly
a servant leader". Dixon went on to give Derek these
words of advice: "Never let someone's opinion of you
become your reality." And in his reality Derek thanks the
many people that have molded him in his three years at
Howard, from his Dr. Cannon in Enrollment Management
to his roommate Kyle Bacon.
Kindle who sees himself getting his JDPHD from
NYU in the next 5 years and going into law and politics
has a love for Howard and sees a future hear prospectively
as he sees himself being involved with Howard in the next
twenty years. This vision is not such a long shot as others see him coming back to serve in administrative positions. "I could see him being a chief operating officer
for the University," said Dixon.
When thinking of one word that would cross her mind
of what and who Derek Kindle is, Anna Alexander
looked up and smiled saying, "phenomenal", at that particular moment Derek Kindle treaded across the yard on
a mission, and if you're not ready for this phenomenon
then you might want to move out the way.
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday before
publication date.
Announcements by campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or nonprofit are charged as
individuals
advertising for the
purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling are charged
$5 for the first 20 words and $1 for
every additional five words. Local
companies are charged $10 for first 20
words and $2 for every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first
•
10 words and $1 for every
additional 5 words. '
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.....,J l ROOM FOR RENT
Hey! Looking for the perfect room, Look no further
3 bedroom, 3 bath Townhouse, Eat in kitxhen, ADT, closed patio,
Driveway parking, quiet nieighborhood
Metro and bus Assessable (green line) within minutes great location, move in May 1st
just $450 plus half Electric,
$250 Sec Dep which is negotiable.

Hi Ya! To all my loyal Bison in Britain fans!
Thanks for the emails, you made my
column a success.

cheers!
Kerry-Ann Hamilton
Oratorkerry
Thanks to Mommy and Daddy for your support'
Thanks to Brakkton.
You brought 1ne in and thanks for everything.
I look forward to next year. BJ people rep'resenting
crossing media boundaries.

For more information contact Sheila@ 301-793-6559 after 7pm
202-581-6281 single females preferred

IT'S KOMING .. - 4/27/02
KOOLOUT 2002 @Emery Park Noon 'til 5 P.M.

Kerry
To All of tile Grad11atl119 St•d•11t Amltaas■ dora:
Yo•r dedlcatloa can ■ever be •••••red
Your pride caa •ever ff matched
Yo• ca■ •••er lte replaced
Da■III yo ■ for yo■ r hcelle■ce In Tnat• and S.rvlcea
From: TIie Exec■tlv• Board

Nupe Juice and Free Food

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Immediate Roommate Required
Until August. Female.
oward Area.
398/Month.
Goo Cr~dit Remiied.
Spacious 2BK
Apt. (313) 838-2599

J

Fraternities. Sororities
Clubs.Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates are filing
quickly so call today! Contact ·
Campusfunctraiser.C\ll:P. at (888) 923-3238,
or V1s1t
www.campusfundraiser.com
Digital Cameras great Price $49.99!
Perfect for students, camera is 3 cameras
in one! take pictures, video conferencing,
1Osec videos
Get your today for ,only $49 .99 + shipping
Go to: www.the1nternetruler.com

STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF
TOP PRICES PAID
For Used And Unwanted Tuxtbooks
With Resale Value
TAJ Book Service
Licensed Since 1989
800-223°TAJO
(202)722-0701
SELMO & FRIENDS presents
SAT, MAY 11th
Graduation Celebrity Celebration/
Alumni Reunion
@

PARADISE
600 Maryland Ave. SW
Featuring Celebrity DJ & Special Added
Attraction-Karaoke Room
Any questions email yolo ent@yalJoo.com

-

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION KICKOFF
OFFERED DURING SUMMER SESSION 1
REGISTER ONLINE NOW APRIL 15-28

THINKING ABOUT GOING TO LAW
SCHOOL?
Toke a modified LSAT Field Test and
get a detailed score report
Testing Dates:
Tuesday, April 23, 2002
(10-12PM, 2-4PM,4-6PM)
Wednesday, April 24,2002
(10-12PM, 1-3 PM)
There are limited seats available for this
opportunity Register at the
Center for
Preprofessional Education
The Howard Center, Suite 518
202-238-2363
3blks to HU- 3RR Ruwt>,-ase newly renovated
to rent ortP sba,P $1950 including utilities.. Also
ava;lable- Basement/studio~ w7sep entrance,
Full kit, ,p t ivate Bath $7SOincluding utilitiesCan 301-367-5167

A Royal Affair
Phillip's Flaw;hip Resturant

april 28th 6:30pm-10pm
Dear Alpha 'nlu,

Thankyou!
Thank you! Thank you an~ malting HU and
D.C. teel like a home•~ from home!!!

Musik by DJ Ben Ameen
Kool-Out After Party Sat. April, 27th 2002 @ The LOFf 2K9.
Doors open at 9:00pm. Hosted by Mike Smith & Travis Marcus aka
"Diamond Productions". The Official South Ea5tern Prov. NUPES .

Smut Peddler Productions would llke to Invite all the lovely ladles to a castIng call for our new movles .• HOme Alone.. Honey I Drunk The Klds■ a Training
Day.. Pound 4 Pound•.• If Interested HOLLA at Jonny Toxic .. Jack Stats. Sir•
Pounds-Alot •• Count Poundula •• HO-llday,aor Smut
Ducket •• Special thanks to

KAVVI ..

Special invite to H.U, Law,Medical, Dental, and all 2002 H:U. graduates. Discount at the door for the "Divine 9" 2002 Neos' B4 11 :00.
Guest performance and VIP lounge in affect. For advance ticket sales to
4/19/02

the after party "No lines! !"contact: Mike Smith @ 301-996-0496,
ma_smith@howard,edu

Jeezy 1-A-01, Scott 2-A-01, Bones 3-A-01, Hug 4-A-

MBA Inter & Business Majors needed. Washington, OC Finn

Call (202)-277-6364

01, Brak S-A-02, Apple 6-A-02, Jo-Nathan 7-A-02,
Mak 8-A-02, Superstar 9-A-02, Skanky 10-A-02, TNeck ll-A-02, Lady Di 12-A-02, Kameish 13-A-02,

Georgia Avenue Day Volunteers needed, Call (202)-277-6364 .
Register To -Vote NOW!!

ll(E HII.IXOP HILLTOPICS

Jen 14-A-02, Jo-sef 15-A-02, Smirnoff 16-A-02, Burnboy l 7-A-02, LCobb 18-A-02, Harold 19-A-02, Big
Mike 20-A-02
Your Brutal Initiation is over. Welcome to the
world of print even those whose second time this

Thanks gang for being t.he best group a
gal could work with. This was a wonderful
year despite all of the hateration we got
from those who envy us. Remember:
Cheaters never win and true soldiers never
quit.

year.

To all the crew, thanks for every-

thing. You all shined this year.
Never forget whose you are. Stay
fearless. This is my last shout out.
Big Nik:
they
tried
to
cut
me
down,but
Good looking out homie. Words can't
resilience is the answer.
express ht!w much you mean to me.. Dallas
Baham3S, now NYC?? Your call!
-Porter
A true king has no limits nor does he
pos.ess any status. JAJ, thanks for letting
me know what it feels like to be treated
like a princess. I'll always cherish that.

-.Jaye

To Those Who've Impacted My Life At HU Thank you: Pn;,fessor
Lamb, Dr. Nunamaker, Dr. Felicia Walker, Jason T. Smith, Steve Gray,
Ira Porter, Christopher Windham and those others who have helped me
become who I am and a better journalist. You've all helped in my
journey that has landed me where I've worked hard to get, The New
York Times. Somebody should warn NYC b/c I don't think they're
ready.

I can't believe this year is over. I enjoyed
every bit of time with this whole crew. You
guys did a great job, regardless of
everything you had to endure. Special
thanks goes out to everyone who supported
me even when it got annoying. Thanks
goes out: Ira, whose late night conversations helped a sister realize what I had to
offer. J amye, for showing how great it
feels to be in control and let go of self(l'll
elaborate later). Chris, who without I
don't think I would have had the guts to
try the way I have and accomplished what
I did. Jon, thanks for the critiques, even I
had to laugh at myself.

•

-Jamye Spiller

•

•

j

"Brothers Are~,.

-Brother Grex Baker
.. ..

.. ied'l>elta Eta
•

If anyone has found a pair of glasses in the

'

West Towers please call
806-4732 or 612-9860
Thank you!!!
•

'
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